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FOREWORD 
Protection of the environment requires effective regulatory actions 
which are based on sound technical and scientific information. This 
information must include the quantitative description and linking of 
pollutant sources, transport mechanisms, interactions, and resulting effects 
on man anrl his environment. Because of the complexities involved, assessment 
of specific pollutants in the environment requires a total systems approach 
which transcends the media of air, water, and land. The Environmental 
Monitoring and Support Laboratory-Las Vegas contributes to the formation and 
enhancement of a sound monitoring data base for exposure assessment through 
programs designed to: 
• develop and optimize systems and strategies for monitoring 
. pollutants and their impact on the environment 
• demonstrate new monitoring systems and technologies oy 
applying them to fulfill special monitoring needs of the 
Agency's operating programs 
This report presents the species and ahundance of phytoplankton in- the 
25 lakes sampled by the National Eutrophication Survey in the State of 
Utah, along with results from the calculation of several commonly used 
biological indices of water quality and community structure. These data can 
be used to biologically characterize the study lakes, and as baseline data ' 
for future investigations. This report was written for use by Federal, 
State, and local governmental agencies concerned with water quality analysis, 
monitoring, and/or regulation. Private industry and individuals similarly 
involved with the biological aspects of water quality will find the document 
useful. For further infonnation contact the ~Iater and Land Qual ity Branch, 
Monitoring Operations Division. 
~ ' 1 - , A~toC ' -l~ 'jJjo/P~ 
/ George!B:' Morgan 
Director 
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The collection and analysis of phytoplankton data were included in the 
National Eutrophication Survey in an effort to determine relationships between 
algal characteristics and trophic status of individual lakes. 
During sprin9, summer, and fall of 1975, the Survey samplerl 156 lakes in 
11 States. Over 450 algal species and varieties were irlentified and 
enumerated from the 430 water samples examined. 
This report presents the species and ahundance of phytoplankton in the 
25 lakes sampled in the State of Utah (Tahle 1). The Nygaard's Trophic 
State (Ny~aard 1949), Palmer's Organic Pollution (Palmer 1969), and species 
diversity and abundance indices are also included. 
TPI8LE 1. LA~ES SAMPLED IN THE STATE OF UT/\H 
STORET No. Lake Name 
4901 Rear Lake ' 
490.2 Lower Bown's Reservoir 
4903 Deer Creek Reservoir 
4904 Echo Reservoir 
4905 Lynn Reservoir 
4906 Fi sh Lake 
4907 Huntington North 
Reservoir 
4908 Joe I s Va 11 ey Reservoir 
4909 Minersville Reservoir 
4910 Moon Lake 
4911 Navajo Lake 
4912 Newcast 1 e Reservoir 
1 
County 














TARLE 1 • LAKES SAMPLED IN THE STATE OF UTAH (Continued) 
STORET No. Lake Name County 
4913 Otter Creek Reservoi r Piute 
4914 Panquitch Lake Garfield 
4915 Pelican Lake Uintah 
4916 Pineview Reservoir Weber 
4917 Piute Reservior Piute 
4918 Porcupine Reservoir Cache 
4919 Pruess (Garrison) Millard 
Reservoir 
4920 Sevier Bridge Reservoir Sanpete, Juab 
4921 Starvation Reservoir Duchesne 
4922 Steinaker Reservoir Uintah 
4923 Tropic Peservoir Garfielc! 
4924 Utah Lake Utah 
4925 Willard Bay Reservoir Box Elder 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
LAKE AND SITE SELECTION 
Lakes and reservoirs included in the Survey were selected through 
discussions with State water pollution agency personnel and u.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency Regional Offices (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
1975). Screening and selection strongly emphasized lakes with actual or 
potential accelerated eutrophication problems. As a result, the selection was 
limited to lakes: 
(1) impacted by one or more municipal sewage treatment plant outfalls 
either directly into the lake or by discharge to an inlet tributary 
within approximately 40 kilometers of the lake; 
(2) 40 hectares or larger in size; and 
(3) with a mean hydraulic retention time of at least 30 days. 
Specific selection criteria were waived for some lakes of particular State 
interest. 
Sampling sites for a lake were selected based on available information on 
lake morphometry, potential major sources of nutrient input, and on-site 
judgment of the field limnologist (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 1975). 
Primary sampling sites were chosen to reflect the deepest portion of each 
major basin in a test lake. Where many basins were present, selection was 
guided by nutrient source information on hand. At each sampling site, a 
depth-integrated phytoplankton sample was taken. Depth-integrated samples 
were uniform mixtures of water from the surface to a depth of 15 feet 
(4.6 meters) or from the surface to the lower limit of the photic zone· 
representing 1 percent of the incident light, whichever was greater. If the 
depth at the sampling site was less than 15 feet (4.6 meters), the sample was 
taken from just off the bottom to the surface. Normally, a lake was sampled 
three times in 1 year, providing information on spring, summer, and fall 
conditions. 
SM1PLE PREPARATION 
To preserve the sample 4 milliliters (ml) of Acid-Lugol's solution 
(Prescott 1970) were added to each 130-ml sample from each site at the time of 
collection. The samples were shipped to the Environmental Monitoring and 
Support Laboratory, Las Vegas, Nevada, where equal volumes from each site 
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were mixed to form two 130-ml composite samples for a given lake. One 
composite sample was put into storage and the other was used for the 
examination. 
Prior to examination, the composite samples were concentrated by the 
settling method. Solids were allowed to settle for at least 24 hours prior to 
siphoning off the supernate. The volume of the removed supernate and the 
volume of the remaining concentrate were measured and concentrations 
determined. A small (8-ml) library subsample of the concentrate was then 
taken. The remaining concentrate was gently agitated to resuspend the 
plankton and poured into a capped, graduated test tube. If a preliminary 
examination of a sample indicated the need for a more concentrated sample, the 
contents of the test tube were further concentrated by repeating the settling 
method. Final concentrations varied from 15 to 40 times the original. 
Permanent slides were prepared from concentrated samples after analysis 
was complete. A ring of clear Karo® corn syrup with phenol (a few crystals of 
phenol were added to each 100 ml -of syrup) was placed on a glass slide. A 
drop of superconcentratefrom the bottom of the test tube was placed in the 
ring. This solution was thoroughly mixed and topped with a coverglass. After 
the syrup at the edges of the coverglass had hardened, the excess was scraped 
away and the mount was sealed with clear fingernail polish. Permanent diatom 
slides were prepared by drying sample material on a coverglass, heating in a 
muffle furnace at 400 0 C for 45 minutes, and mounting in Hyrax~. Finally, the 
mounts were sealed with clear fingernail polish. 
Backup samples, library samples, permanent sample slides, and 
Hyrax~mounted diatom slides are being stored and maintained at the 
Environmental Monitoring and Support Laboratory-Las Vegas. 
EXAMINATION 
The phytoplankton samples were examined with the aid of binocular 
compound microscopes. A preliminary examination was performed to precisely 
identify and list all forms encountered. The length of this examination 
varied depending on the complexity of the sample. An attempt was made to find 
and identify all of the forms present in each sample. Often forms were 
observed which could not be identified to species or to genus. Abbreviated 
descriptions were used to keep a record of. these forms (e.g., lunate cell, 
blue-green filament, Navicula #1). Diatom slides were examined using a 
standard light microscope. If greater resolution was essential to accurately 
identify the diatoms, a phase-contrast microscope was used. 
After the species list was compiled, phytoplankton were enumerated using 
a Neubauer Counting Chamber with a 40X objective lens and a lOX ocular lens. 
All forms within each field were counted. The count was continued until a 
minimum of 100 fields had been viewed, or until the dominant form had been 




Project phycologists performed internal quality control intercomparisons 
regularly on 7 percent of the species identification and counts. Although an 
individual had primary responsibility for analyzing a sample, taxonomic 
problems were discussed among the phycologists. 
Additional quality control checks were performed on the Survey samples by 
Dr. G. W. Prescott of the University of Montana at the rate of 5 percent. 
Quality control checks were made on 75 percent of these samples to verify 
species identifications while checks were made on the remaining 25 percent of 
the samples to verify genus counts. Presently, the, agreement between quality 




A phytoplankton species list for the State is presented in Appendix A. 
Appendix B summarizes all of the phytoplankton data collected from the State 
by the Survey. The latter is organized by lake, and includes an alphabetical 
phytoplankton species list with concentrations for individual species given by 
sampling date. Results from the application of several indices are presented 
(Nygaard's Trophic State, Palmer's Organic Pollution, and species diversity 
and abundance). Each lake has been assigned a four-digit STORET number. 
(STORET (STOrage and RETrieval) is the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's 
computer system which processes and maintains water quality data.) The first 
two digits of the STORET number identify the State; the last two digits 
identify the lake. 
NYGAARD'S TROPHIC STATE INDICES 
Five indices devised by Nygaard (1949) were proposed under the assumption 
that certain algal groups are indicative of levels of nutrient enrichment. 
These indices were calculated in order to aid in determining the surveyed 
lakes' trophic status. As a general rule, Cyanophyta, Euglenophyta, centric 
diatoms, and members of the Chlorococcales are found in waters that are 
eutrophic (rich in nutrients), while desmids and many pennate diatoms 
generally cannot tolerate high nutrient levels and so are found in 
oligotrophic waters (poor in nutrients). 
In applying the indices to the Survey data, the number of taxa in each 
major group was determined from the species list for each sample. The ratios 
of these groups give numerical values which can be used as a biological index 
of water richness. The five indices and the ranges of values established for 
Danish lakes by Nygaard for each trophic state are presented in Table 2. The 
appropriate symbol, (E) eutrophic and (0) oligotrophic, follows each 
calculated value in the tables in Appendix B. A question mark (?) following a 
calculated value in these tables was entered when that value was within the 
range of both classifications. 
PALMER'S ORGANIC POLLUTION INDICES 
Palmer (1969) analyzed reports from 165 authors and developed algal 
pollution indices for use in rating water samples with high organic pollution. 
Two lists of organic-pollution-tolerant forms were prepared, one containing 
20 genera, the other, 20 species (Tables 3 and 4). Each form was assigned a 
pollution index number ranging from 1 for moderately tolerant forms to 6 for 
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TABLE 2. NYGAARD'S TROPHIC STATE INDICES ADAPTED FROM HUTCHINSON (1967) 
Index Calculation Oligotrophic Eutrophic 
Myxophycean Myxophyceae 0.0-0.4 0.1-3.0 
Desmideae 
Chlorophycean Chlorococcales 0.0-0.7 0.2-9.0 
Desmideae 
Diatom Centric Diatoms 0.0-0.3 0.0-1.75 
Pennate Diatoms 
Euglenophyta 0.0-0.2 0.0-1.0 Euglenophyte 
Myxophyceae + Chlorococcales 
Compound Myxophyceae + Chlorococcales + 0.0-1.0 1.2-25 
Centric Diatoms + Euglenophyta 
Desmideae 













































TABLE 4. ALGAL SPECIES POLLUTION 











































extremely tolerant forms. Palmer based the index numbers on occurrence 
records and/or where emphasized by the authors as being especially tolerant of 
organic pollution. 
In analyzing a water sample, any of the 20 genera or species of algae 
present in concentrations of 50 per milliliter or more are recorded. The 
pollution index numbers of the algae present are totaled, providing a genus 
score and a species score. Palmer determined that a score of 20 or more for 
either index can be taken as evidence of high organic pollution, while a score 
of 15 to 19 is taken as probable evidence of high organic pollution. Lower 
figures suggest that the organic pollution of the sample is not high, that the 
sample is not representative, or that some substance or factor interfering 
with algal persistence is present and active. 
SPECIES DIVERSITY AND ABUNDANCE INDICES 
"Information content" of biological samples is being used commonly by 
biologists as a measure of diversity. Diversity in this connection means the 
degree of uncertainty attached to the specific identity of any randomly 
selected individual. The greater the number of taxa and the more equal their 
proportions, the greater the uncertainty, and hence, the diversity (Pielou 
1966). There are several methods of measuring diversity, e.g., the formulas 
given by Brillouin (1962) and Shannon and Weaver (1963). The method which is 
appropriate depends on the type of biological sample on hand. 
Pielou (1966) classifies the types of biological samples and gives the 
measure of diversity appropriate for each type. The Survey phytoplankton 
samples are what she classifies as larger samples (collections in Pielou's 
terminology) from which random subsamples can be drawn. According to Pielou, 
the average diversity per individual (H) for these types of samples can be 
estimated from the Shannon-Wiener formula (Shannon and Weaver 1963): 
S 
H = -2: Pi logx Pi 
i=1 
where P is the proportion of the ith taxon in the sample, which is calculated 
from ni/N; ni is the number of individuals per milliliter of the ith 
taxon; N is the total number of individuals per ml; and S is the total number 
of taxa. However, Basharin (1959) and Pielou (1966) have pointed out that H 
calculated from the subsample is a biased estimator of the sample H, and if 
this bias is to be accounted for, we must know the total number of taxa 
present in the sample since the magnitude of this bias depends on it. 
Pielou (1966) suggests that if the number of taxa in the subsample falls 
only slightly short of the number in the larger sample, no appreciable error 
will result in considering S, estimated from the subsample, as being equal to 
the sample value. Even though considerable effort was made to find and 
identify all taxa, the Survey samples undoubtedly contain a fair number of 
rare phytoplankton taxa which were not encountered. 
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In the Shannon-Wiener formula, an increase in the number of taxa and/or 
an increase in the evenness of the distribution of individuals among taxa will 
increase the average diversity per individual from its minimal value of zero. 
Sager and Hasler (1969) found that the richness of taxa was of minor' 
importance in determination of average diversity per individual for 
phytoplankton and they concluded that phytoplankton taxa in excess of the 10 
to 15 most abundant ones have little effect on H. This was verified by our 
own calculations. Our counts are in number per milliliter and since 
logarithms to the base 2 were used in our calculations, H is expressed in 
units of bits per individual. When individuals of a taxon were so rare that 
they were not counted, a value of 1/130 per mill iliter or 0.008 per milliliter 
was used in the calculations since at least one individual of the taxon must 
have been present in the collection. 
A Survey sample for a given lake represents a composite of all 
phytoplankton collected at different sampling sites on the lake during a given 
sampling period. Since the number of samples (M) making up a composite is a 
function of both the complexity of the lake sampled and its size, it should 
affect the richness-of-taxa component of the diversity of our phytoplankton 
collections. The rilaximum diversity (MaxH) (i.e., when the individuals are 
distributed among the taxa as evenly as possible) was estimated from 1092 S 
(Pielou 1966), while the minimum diversity (MinH), was estimated from the 
formul a: 
MinH S- 1 1 
- -N- 1092 N - N - (S-l) N 1 
N - (S-ll og - ~-2 N 
given by Zand (1976). The total diversity (D) was calculated from HN (Pielou 
1966). Also given in Appendix Bare L (the mean number of individuals per 
taxa per milliliter) and K (the number of individuals per milliliter of the 
most abundant taxon in the sample). 
The evenness component of diversity (J) was estimated from H/MaxH 
(Pielou 1966). Relative evenness (RJ) was calculated from the formula: 
RJ H-MinH = MaxH-MinH 
given by land (1976). land suggests that RJ be used as a substitute for both 
J and the redundancy expression given by Wilhm and Dorris (1968). As pointed 
out by land, the redundancy expression given by Wilhm and Dorris does not 
properly express what it is intended to show, i.e., the position of H in the 
range between MaxH and MinH. RJ may range from 0 to 1; being 1 for the most 
even samples and 0 for the least even samples. 
land (1976) suggests that diversity indices be expressed in units of 
IIsits", i.e., in logarithms to base S (where S is the total number of taxa in 
the sample) instead of in IIbitsll, i.e., in logarithms to base 2. land points 
o~t that the diversity index in sits per individual is a normalized number 
ranging from 1 for the most evenly distributed samples to 0 for the least 
evenly distributed samples. Also, it can be used to compare different 
samples, independent of the number of taxa in each. The diversity in bits per 
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individual should not be used in direct comparisons involving various samples 
which have different numbers of taxa. Since MaxH equals log S, the expression 
in sits is equal to logS S, or 1. Therefore diversity in sits per 
individual is numerically equivalent to J, the evenness component for the 
Shannon-Wiener formula. 
SPECIES OCCURRENCE AND ABUNDANCE 
The alphabetic phytoplankton species list for each lake, presented in 
Appendix B, gives the concentrations of individual species by sampling date. 
Concentrations are in cells, colonies, or filaments (CEl, COL, FIl) per 
mill il iter. An "X II after a species name indicates that the species identified 
in the preliminary examination was in such a low concentration that it did not 
appear in the count. A blank space indicates that the organism was not found 
in the sample collected on that date. Column S is used to designate the 
examiner's subjective opinion of the five dominant taxa in a sample, based 
upon relative size and concentration of the organism. The percent column (%C) 
presents, by abundance, the percentage composition of each taxon. 
10 
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APPENDIX B. SUMMARY OF PHYTOPLANKTON DATA 
This appendix was generated by computer. Because it was only possible to 
use upper case letters in the printout, all scientific names are printed in 
upper case and are not italicized. 
The alphabetic phytoplankton lists include taxa without species names 
(e.g., EUNOTIA, EUNOTIA #1, FLAGELLATE, FLAGELLATES, MICROCYSTIS INCERTA ?, 
CHLOROPHYTAN COCCOID CELLED COLONY). When species determinations were not 
possible, symbols or descriptive phrases were used to separate taxa for 
enumeration purposes. Each name on a list, however, represents a unique 
species different from any other name on the same list, unless otherwise 
noted, for counting purposes. 
Numbers were used to separate unidentified species of the same genus. A 
generic name listed alone is also a unique species. A question mark (?) is 
placed immediately after the portion of a name which was assigned with 
uncertainty. Numbered, questioned, or otherwise designated taxa were 
established on a lake-by-lake basis; therefore NAVICULA #2 from lake A cannot 
be compared to NAVICULA #2 from lake B. Pluralized categories (e.g., 
FLAGELLATES, CENTRIC DIATOMS, SPP.) were used for counting purposes when taxa 
could not be properly differentiated on the counting chamber. 
15 
L~KE NAME. Br.AR L~KE 










NY~AA~O ~RODHIC ST~TE INDICE~ 
O~ 14 7S 09 06 15 09 19 1~ 
/)/0 rJ 0110 e: 0110 &: 
03/0 e: OlIO e: 04/0 &: 
0103 1 0/04 ., 0/05 1 
1)/0 ., 0.50 E 0/01 1 
0]/0 e: 05/0 E 05/0 &: 
P~LM~R'S O~~ANI~ POLLUTION INDICES 
05 14 75 09 06 1S 09 19 15 
02 00 00 
0) 00 00 
SP~CIE~ DIVERSITY ~ND A8U~O_NCe: INDICES 
DATB: 05 14 15 09 06 75 09 19 75 
AV~qAGe: DIVERSITY ti 0,]0 1.92 1,99 
riUMRER all' TAXA 8 4.00 8.00 8.00 
NUfI!RE:R OP' SAMPl"ES COMPOSITED M 7,00 7.00 7,00 
~~X[MUM DIVERSITY MAXH 2,00 1,00 1.00 
MINI~UM DIVERSITY MINH 0,0) 0,21 0,12 
TOTAL DIVERSITY D 117,70 !49.12 1257.68 
TOTAL NUMBER or INDIVIOUALS/ftiL N 105Q,00 285,00 632.00 
e:V€~~ESS COMPONENT J 0,15 0,6" 0,66 
~e:LATIVE EVENNESS RJ 0,14 0,62 0,65 
MEAN NUMBER OF INDIVI~UALS/tAXA l" 264,75 3S,15 79,00 
NUMBER/fOIL 0' MOST ~RUNDANT TAXON K 1003,00 95,00 191.00 
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LA~! NAM!t BEAR LA~f 












LYNGSrl CONTORT A 
MELOSIRA GRANULlTA 
OOCISTIS 






O!l 14 15 
ALGAl. I 
UNITS I 
,C P~R i'lL IS 
08 06 7'1 
ALGAL I 
UNItS I 
tc PER i'lL IS 
(19 19 15 
UG-AL 
UNITS 
tC Ptll i'lL 
eu-.iiH.1i-iooi--i,---,-----l-.--l--X--i 
etL '1 !I.JI 56 I I I 141'1.41 lJ5 I 
eEL I - I 12116.81 411 I I I I 
etL I I I I I x I I I I 
etL I I I I I I I I X I 
COL I I I I I "121.4' 115 I 
etL I I I I I I I I x I 
CtL I I I I I x I I I I 
CtL I I 1411).21 95 I I I I 
e!L I I 111)1.21 95 I I I J I 
rIL I I I I I 11128.'1 1@1 I 
CtL I I I I I x I I I I 
crt I I I I I 11129.61 1" I 
'It I I 1)11~.81 48 I I I I 
ttL I I I I I x I I 1 I 
1059 632 
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LAKF NAMEI Lo~rR SOWN'S PES, 










NYGAA~D TROPHIC STAT! INDICES 
('!Ii 09 75 08 II 75 09 25 7S 
0/01 0 l,OO E 4.00 E 
1,00 E 2,00 E 4,00 E 
0/01 ? 0/05 ? oloe ? 
0/('\5 ? 0/02 ? 0/01 ? 
1,00 0 5.00 E 9,00 E 
PALMP.:FI'S ORGANIC POLLUTION INDICES 
uS 09 7S 09 1) 75 09 25 7S 
00 00 01 
00 00 00 
SPECIES DJVFRSITY AND ABUNDANCE INDICES 
DATE OS 09 75 08 13 75 09 2S 75 
AVERAGE DI~ERSl~Y H 0.40 1,60 1.94 
NUIU~r.R or TAXA s 9,00 11.00 13,00 
N"MJn:~ OF SAMPL[S COMPOAIT~n M 1.0r) 1.00 1.00 
MAXIMUM OIVr.FlS1.TY MAXH J.t7 3.4& 1.70 
MINIMUM DIVEFISITY MI~H 0.25 0.25 0.07 
TOTAL DIVERSITY 0 \24.1)0 657.60 415CJ.16 
TOTAL NUMAER or INDIVIDUALS/HL N 310.00 411.00 2t44.00 
EVENNF.SS COMPONF.NT J 0.11 0,46 0.52 
Rl!:t,ATIVE EVENUF;SS RJ O.Ob 0.43 0.52 
MF;AN NUMBER OF' INOIVIDUAIJS/'!'A,XA L :U.44 :n.36 164,92 
NUMBER/HL OF MOST ABUNDANT TAXON K 2H~.OO 231.00 970.00 
18 
L~~[ HAM!. LOWr.R SOWN'S RF:~. (:ONTlHUP:D 
STORET NUMBER, 4901 
05 OCI 7'5 08 tl 75 09 25 75 
------
I ALGIL I UGH I ALGU 
I IJNIT8 I Uti I'J S I UrllT8 
TUA "ORH IS 'C rr.R If.L IS ,C PtR ilL 18 ,r, I'rn ~L 
Af/UHU FIL I I 121 J 2.41 51 I I I 
APHArlOCAf'::A COL I I I I I UI2f;.21 561 
lSUfI IUNELLA FORIi'O!A C~~L I I X I I I I 1 I 
BOT~'UCOCCU8 BRAUPII CUL I I I ! I X 1 I 1 
CrRATIUM kI~UNOI~ELLJ eEL I 1 I I I I X I I 1 
CHROOM(jNA~ 7 CF.L 121 '7,71 24 14125.11 10) 11145.21 970 
COCCUNns C[I. I I 1 I 1 1 1 I 1 x 
COCCON!I8 PLACF.NTULl CEL I I I I I I x I I 1 
CRUCIG[NIA PECTA~GULARIS COL I I I 1 I I I I I X 
CR'PTO~O~AS r.R08~ Cr.I, 11I92,J 7A6 I I I x IJlU,71 357 
CRYPTO~ONA8 nVATA Cr.L I I I I I I I I X 
ELAKATOTHRIX Cr.LJTINOSA COL I 1 I I I I I 1 X 
,.RlGILUIA l'JI;L 1 I X I I I 1 I I 
fRACILARIA CROTUN~N5I8 CtL X I I I I I 1 
Gt,Ot:oCAP8A CEL I I I I I I X 
GLotOTPICIlIA FIL 1I11j6.21 HI 151 4,11 102 
GTR08IGMl , C[L X 1 I I I 1 I 
MICROCYSTIS AERUGINOSA COl, 1 1 I 1 1 I X 
MICRCCY8TI~ IHCtPTA (N. 131 1I.1I 21'i I I 1 
OOCYSTIS (tL I I I I I I 1-
PPOPALODIA GliBl {'[L I I I x I I I 
SPHArRDCYSTIS SCHROETER I cor, I I 1 X I I 1 Jt 
UlUPUTRUM CtL X I I I x 141 
'7. " 15] SYtIEDRA CtL X I I I I I I 
T[TRU:ORON MINUIUM cn II I I I I I I 
TOTJ.L HO 411 2144 
19 
LAKE NAME. DE~R CR€[~ PES. 










NYGAARD TRnPH(C STATE INDICE8 
05 12 75 08 11 75 09 19 75 
0/0 0 3.00 E ].00 It 
0110 F. 4.00 E 0/01 0 
0/01 ? 0/07 ? 0/0) ? 
0.29 ? 0,50 r 0,33 E 
OJ/O E: 8.00 r. 4.00 E 
PALMER'S ORGANIC POLLUTION INDICES 
05 12 7~ 08 11 75 09 19 75 
00 00 00 
00 00 00 
SPECIES DIVERSITY AND ARUNDANcr INDICES 
DATE O~ 12 75 09 11 75 09 19 7~ 
AVERJGE DIVEPS1TY H 1.79 0,06 1,39 
NUMBE:R OF TAXA S 14,00 12,00 12.00 
NUMBE:F~ OF' 5~MPLES CO~POSITED M 3,00 3.00 J.OO 
MAXIMUM DIVEPSITY MAXH 3.81 3.59 3.5Y 
MINIMU~ DIVERSITY MINH 0.02 0,02 0,04 
TO'I'AL DIVERSITY 0 20311.13 457,56 4479.97 
TOTAL NUM~E~ Of INDIVIDlIAI.S/ML N 11347,00 7626,00 3223,00 
rVEN~~SS COMPONENT J 0,47 0,02 0.39 
RELATlvr EVtNNE~S RJ 0.47 0.02 0,39 
MEAN NUfJlt\FR Of JNDIVIDUALS/TAXA L B10.!50 6]5.50 269.58 
NU"'BER/ML OF MOST ABUNDANT TAXON Ie 5047.00 7571.00 2365.00 
20 
LAKE HA~[I DEtR CR!~~ Rt8. CONTINUED 
8TORET NU~A[RI 490) 
~~ U '75 (III 11 '75 1)0 19 '75 
----.-.-----------~--
I ALGAL I aLGA[. I ALGAL 
I UNItS I UNtT~ I UJol1T8 
TAXA rORM III ,c p[~ ML IS \C PtR ML 18 \C Pf.R M(. 
-----------aNA8HU rlL I I I 141 t .11 H 
APHANIZOMr.NON 'L08-AOU1~ FIL I , I X llIH.4' 2l~5 
ASttRION~LL' rORMOSA cn lSI 0.71 '74 I X ~ I , 
CHAOO,..ONU 1 eEL U1J0.21 J42f1 I X 5111.71 1'7'7 
COEL~8PHAtRIUM NA[Cr.LIANUM COL , I I I X I) I 2.11 69 
COIIM'RIUM CEL I I I I x I I I J 
CAYPTOMON18 CEL I I I I I I 2.11 69 
CRYPTOMONA8 MARIISONlt cn III e.21 '700 I I I I 
CYMlTOPLEUAA SOLtA CEL I I J x I I I I 
DIATOM. TtNUP.: I I I I I J I 
Y. ELONGlTUM CEL I I I J I I I 
DIATOMA VULGARt CEL I I I I I I I 
OINOBRYOH DIVERGENS CEL J I J I I I I X 
FLAGELLATE C!:L 4ItI.51 2100 I I I I 
FLAGELLArf: 12 eEL I I I I I '7.41 240 
'PAGIUPU .2 eEL I I 1 I I J I I J( 
'RlGILAAIA eROTON~~IIIII (,EL I I x III QO.ll 7571 I 1 1 J( 
'RAGILARIA L[PTOSTAUqON eEL I I X I I I I I I 
HaNHU. lRCUS CEL I I X I I I I I J 
MELOSIRA VARIANS eEL I I I 1 1 x I I I 
~leAOCJSTIS IHCtRTl COL I 1 I I 1 X I I I 
IfAYlCULA CEL I I I I I I I I X 
PEOIASTRUM 90RY,NUM COL 1 I X I I I X I I I 
SCENEOESMUS lRCUlTUII COL 1 I 1 I I x I I I 
SPHA[AOCYSTIS SCHROETER 1 COL I I 121 0.71 5~ I I I 
STtPHUODISCUS CEL I I I I I 111 2.11 n 
STEPHlNOOtS~U8 .1 eEL I I )( I I I I I I 
STf:PHlNODISCUS ., etL 1144.51 5047 I I I I I I 
SYUOAl ULNA eEL I 1 l( I I I I I I 
T[TR1EORON GRlCIL~ cn I I I 1 I I I I 
TOT1L lun '7626 12:1) 
21 
~AKE ~A~EI €CHO ~ES. 










NYGAARD TROPHIC STAT~ INDICES 
05 12 15 09 07 75 Oq 19 15 
0/0 tJ 0110 ~ 0110 i: 
02/0 II.: 04/0 p; 1)1/0 It 
0/02 ., 0/05 1 0/02 1 
0,60 E 0/05 ., 0/02 'l 
0510 F. 05/0 E 02/0 E 
PAL~!:~' S O~GANIC POLLU'l'ION INDICES 
O~ '.2 75 08 01 15 09 19 75 
00 1)0 00 
00 00 00 
SPECIES DIVI!:RSITY AND AIJUNDANCF.: INDICES 
DATE 05 12 75 08 07 7S 09 18 75 
AVERAG~ DIV~RSI1Y H 1.29 1.79 1,72 
IWMBER 0,. TAXA S 15.00 11.00 8,00 
HUMBER OF ~AMPLES COMPOSllED M 2,00 2,00 2,00 
M~XtMUM D1V~R~tTY MAXH 1, ~n 3,70 1,00 
MINIMUM DIVERSIfY MINH 0.02 O. '~2 0.05 
TOTAL DIVERSITY !) 1~162,1" 1019,99 3020,12 
TOTAL NUM~ER O~ INDtVIDUALS/ML N 126~4,OO 581,00 1756,00 
EVENNESS COMPONI!:NT J 0,11 0.4'1 0,57 
~€LATIV&: EVENN~S8 ~J 0.1] 0,46 0,57 
MEAN Nur"SER DF INfHVtDUALS/T'XA L H45.190 44.69 219,50 
NUMBER/ML OF' MOST ,BONDANT TAXON K ~33!;.OO 305.00 918,00 
22 
LA~! NAMEI ECHO RES. CONtINUED 
STORET NU~8tRI 4904 
05 1'- 7'5 O~ 01 1~ 09 til 15 
-----------
I ALGAl. I ALG.U I AL<;Al. 
I UNITS I UNITS I UNITS 
TUA FORM IIJ ,~ PI!:R "II, IS tC P[A ML IS 'C ptR Mt. 
ANKI8TRfJDF:8MUS FALCUUS ----II-j-----j-.--I I I 
v. ACICULllnu eP;L I I I X I!JI 5. JI 11 I I 
APHANIZOMI!:NON ,.LOl:l-IIUIlIlr. P'lL I I I I I I X 141 2.11 40 
ASTEAION[LLA FORMOSA CEL 151 0.91 119 141 5.H 1t 151 1.11 40 
CENTRIC DIATOM CI!:L 141 9.61 1221 I I I I I I 
r.HROOMOHU 1 eP;L 111H.81 q)Jb 1.11'52 .~I ]0'5 J:l114.11 S911 
COCCOHU8 CEL I I I I I I X I I I 
CRvP 'roMONAS EROSA CF.:L I I I X 11126.31 l!U I I l.lI 40 
CRYPTOMUN.,S "'USSO~I t eEL III 1.11 906 I I I I I 2.1I 40 
CRYPTUMONMI UVUA CEl. I I I X I I I I I I 
CnYPTOMONr.s RErLEXA CEL I I I I I I IJI 4.11 I() 
CY14BELLA cn I I I x I I I X I I I 
DUTO"'A VUI,GARP; CF.:L I I I X I I I I I I 
EUOOPIHA ELEGAN8 COL I I I I I I x I I I 
FRAr.ILARIA CROTON~~StS CEL III 1.11 HO) 12110.51 61 11151.1I 9111 
"'[LOAIAl VARIA"8 eu I I I x I I I I I I 
NAVICULA CtL I I I I I I X I I I 
NAVICULA TRI~UNCTATA Ct" I I I x I I I I I I 
UllCYIITIS ctl. I I I x I I I X I I I 
P~»ll8TAUM RORYANOM COL I I I I I I X I I I 
SCHROF.:OtRIJ S~TIG[RA CEL I I I I I I X I I I X 
~TEPHANODISC!l1I CEL I I I X I I I I I I 
SYNURA UVF;Lt." COL I I I x I I I I I I 
TOTU 12684 '591 tl!U 
23 
LAKE NAME. LYNN R~S. 
STORET NUMHERI 4905 
NUMBER OF 
NY~AARD TROPHIC STATE INDICES 
DATE 05 15 7S OR 16 15 09 17 75 
MYXOPHYCEAN . 0110 E 0/0 0 OliO E 
CHLORCIPHYCEAN 0/0 0 0110 E OliO &; 
EUGLENOPflYTE 1,00 s: 0/01 ? 0/06 1 
OlATUM 0.12 ? 0,50 E 0,15 1 
COMpnlltJD OliO e; 02/0 E 08/0 E 




05 15 75 09 1~ 15 09 11 15 
05 01 10 
OJ 00 05 
SPECIES DIVERSITY AND ARUNOANCI!: INDICES 
DATE OS 15 75 08 16 75 09 17 75 
AVr.RAGE DIVERSITY H 2.99 0.23 2,]) 
NUMBER OF 'tAXA S 15.00 6.00 25,00 
SAMPLF.S COMPOS1.TED M 1.00 1.00 1.00 
MAXIMUM DIVERSITY MAXH 3.91 2.58 4.64 
M1NIMUM DIVERSITY MINH 0.21 O.ll 0.02 
TOTAL DIVERSITY 0 2155.94 92.23 14504.97 
TOTAL NUHBEP OF INDIVtDUALS/HL N 746.00 401,00 14809.00 
Jr.vr:m:E85 cot~rCNEr~T J 0.74 0.09 O.SO 
RELATIVE EVENNESS RJ 0.73 0.05 0.50 
MEAN NUMBER OF INDIVIDUALS/TAXA L 49.73 66.83 592.36 
NUMBER/twiI.. OF MOST ABUNDANT TAXON K 239.00 186.00 7130.00 
24 
LA~E HAMEl LINN R~8. CONTINU!:D 
STORET NIIMRERI 490!l 
05 I~ H 09 If! 75 09 17 75 
-----.--.-
1 ALGAL 1 ALGAL I ALGAL 
1 UNITS I UNITS 1 liN ITS 
TAU rOPM IS ,c PER ML IS 'C PER lolL HI ,I: VER MI, 
-------~-------------AC"NANTHES I:n I 1.61 21 I I I 
ANARAE",,, FIL I 1 I III ] .11 54" 
APHA"J~OME~ON FLOS-AQUAE rIL I 1 1 111411.11 7UO 
A8TERIUNELLA rOP~O~A CEL 1 1 I 151 1.?1 _(10 
rr.N1'RU' OUIO'" CEL I I X I I I I 
r:tlR(1('I>IONAS 1 CEL I I I I I 1. ~ll 274 
COCCOP/tIS CEl, I J.61 27 I I I I 
C'O(,COI~r.I/! PLACENTUI,A CEL 1 I I I I I X 
CRYPTU~ON~6 [ROb A Ct;L 1 I I X 1 1 O.!!I 69 
CRYPTCMC~A5 tPOPA 1 1 I I I I 
v. Rf.ru:XA CEL I J.51 27 I I I 
CHYP1NIONA6 I>IAPSSONll CEL ] 7,11 5J I I I O.!!I 5~ 
CIH8FLI,A cn I I I 1 I 1 X 
IlIATOMA 'n:IWr. I I I 1 I I 
V. lLUNCATUM CEL I I I I J.71 548 
rut/UTI A CliP v A TA Cr.I. I I I I I X 
FPAGJLAIIIA CtL I I I I I It 
FRAGILAFJA CROTONrNB1e efL I I x I I I 
GOMrHON[~A ACUMINATUM cn I I I J I x 
~OHPHONr.M" TRUNCATUM cn. I I I I 0.51 69 
LYNGBYA FIL I I I I I 0.51 n 
MtJ,OIlIRA GPANULATA CtL I III Q6. Jt ]86 I I 0.91 117 
MnOSIPA HRIANS cn I I I I I I 0,91 U7 
IIAVIC'IILA .. Ctl. I X I I I I I I 
NAVICULA .2 ctl. I x I I I I I 1.41 2('6 
NAVICULA CRYPTOClPHHA Cr.L 1 x I I I I I I 
NAVICUU sPp. c[(· 12112.01 2)Cl I I I I I I 
NITZ8CHU r.I.L I 1 I I I I I 1 4.21 617 
NITZSCHIA VERMICULJPI5 CtL 1 1 1 I I I I I I I 
OEDOC:ONJUM fIL I I 1 I I I lU 2. " 411 (10CI8'II11 CEL 1 I I I I I I I I X 
PUOOPINA ,..OPIII>I COL Itl14.21 106 I I I I I 1 
PEDIllITRUM OUPttX COL I I I I I I I I I J. 
PHORMIOIUM rIL 14121.:" 159 I I I I I I 
RHOICUSPH~~IA CURVATJ cn I I !.61 27 I I I I I I X 
SCHPOED[PIA SETIGERA CEL I I I 121 1.11 15 J I I X 
SUPIRtLU OVAU cn I I 1.61 27 I I I 1 I I 
8YNEDRA ULNA eEL I I ].61 2'7 I I I 12127.!1 4045 
TRACHELOl"(1N U CPANU/,(lSA eEL 1!l1 ].61 n I I I I I I 
TOTH '746 401 14109 
25 
LAKE NAM~I rISH LAKE 










NYGAARD TPOPHIC STATE INDICES 
08 12 75 09 2S 75 
~.OO r. 2.00 E 
7.00 E 6.00 E 
0/13 1 0/08 ? 
0,07 ? 0/06 1 
14,0 F- 9,00 E 
P"Ll>1ER't, ORGANIC POLLUTION INDICES 
08 12 75 09 25 75 
14 05 
00 00 
SPEClr.~ DJVEkSITY AND AIiUNOANCE INDICES 
OATF. OB 12 7§ 09 25 75 
~VFRAGE DIVERSI~Y H 2,f'6 2,25 
NlIM~F.R or TAXA s 32,00 19.00 
NUMBE.P or SA~PLts COMPOSITED M 3,00 1,00 
MAXIMUM DIVERSITY p.1AXH 5.00 4,25 
MINI~UM DIVERSITY MINH 0,07 0.10 
'1'OTAIJ DIVERSITY 0 18238,22 5334,75 
TOTAL NUM~~R or INDIVIDUALS/ML N 6377,00 2371.00 
EVENNESS COMPONENT J 0.57 0.51 
R~LA1IVE r.VENNES~ RJ 0,57 0.52 
MEAN Nu",eEP or INDJVIDUALS/TAXA L 199.28 124,79 
NU~BE:R/ML or MOST ABUNDANT TAXON K 2082,00 1101.00 
26 
L~'[ ~aMtl FISH La~E CONTINUED 
~TURE' NUM~ERI .90& 
01 12 1! 09 25 7! 
------------
, ur.u 1 HGAL , UNITS I UNITS 
TAXA rOR'" II ,~ PER lolL as 'C PEP lolL 
AC14NatITHES cEi:--, -I-.-----I-I--.---x --j 
aPflUiOCAPU (,Ol, , , 2,11 112 I 1 I I 
ASTtPIOHELLA rOPMOSA CEL , a 1,0, 66 I I 1 I 
CHLAMYDOfo!ONU CEL a I 1,01 66 lll46.51 110) I ('HPOOCOCCU8 COl, lilt .91 760 1 I 1 I 
CHf(OOMONAS , eEL I 1 I) 13.11 7116 1 
COCCOh!IS PLACENTULA cn I t.OI 66 I I X I 
con08PHAEPIUM COl, I I x I I I 
C08' ... IIIU,", Cr.L a I x I I I 
CRYPfOMOUS CEL I I I I x I 
CICLOHLLA CEL a 1.61 99 I I I 
n"'BfLLA It CtL I 0.51 J] I I I 
CYIoIBlLU 12 cn a I x I I I 
DI~09P'ON DIVERGENS CEL I 2. tl 112 I I I 
'-LAKATOTHRlX COL I I I I I 
tPITHEMIA TUPCIDA CtL 
• 
1.01 &6 I I I 
"RaGIURU ., CtL a I 1 1 I 
FRaGILAPla CIIOTONtNSI8 CEL 151 '.71 410 I I I 
FRACILARIA INTERMEDIa CtL lJan.ol U!H I 1 I 
FP.UCtU OULlS cn 1 
• 
1 I! ),51 A2 I 
COMPHON!",a GRA~ILt C'tL a 
• 0.5. J] I I I KllICfllltRIELLa CtL I I I I I 5.21 12] I 
LAGtllHtIMIa CILIATa CtL I a 1,61 99 I I I 
LAGEPH!IMla OUA~RIsr.rA Cr.I, I I I x I" 5.21 12J 
IoltlllSICOPtDU COt, I I I x 1 I I 
MICROCYSTJS INCERTa COL 12112.61 2082 I 1 1.51 12 
MOUCtol1a FIt 1 I I I 1 I x 
NavlCUU " CEL I a I I I I X 
NAVICULA PERtGIIIN. , CtL It J,1I 191 I I I X 
oocYStU CtL I I • 17.1"." !lJt PtOIUTPUM SOHIANU'" COL I I 1 I I I 
PFOIU"'WIol JNTP:GPUM cot, I 1 x I I I 
PHUJI"'IDIlIM FIt I 1.01 56 I I t .71 U 
PINNULARU CEL I 1 I I I I 
PUNULARJI e2 en I I X 1 I 1 
RH~paLODIa CII~~ cn I 0,51 U I I I 
SCtNtDtSMU6 BIJUGA COL I 2. II 112 I I I 
6TAUilUTPUfoi CtL I I I 1 1 
SURIllfLLa CtL 1 1 X I 1 I 
6Y~tDRA ACU, ttL I I X I I I 
TtTRAlDRON MINIMUM cn a 0.51 u I I I 
T£TRar.DRON MINIMUM I I I I I 
v, 'CROBICULaTUM COL I I I I I X 
ULOTHRIX FIt I 1 1 I I I 
'fOTaL 1177 2171 
27 
LAKE NAMF.I HUNTINGTON NORTH RES, 










NYGA~RO rROPHl~ ST~T~ INOI~I!:S 
05 13 7!5 09 24 75 08 12 77 
010 0 0110 E 4,00 E 
01/0 !: 0110 E 1,00 E 
0101 ? 0.50 E 0107 ? 
O/O~ 1 0110 E 0.50 I!: 
0110 ~ 04/0 E 10.0 t 
PALMER'S ORGANIC POLLUTION INDICES 
05 13 75 09 24 75 08 12 77 
02 00 00 
o 1 00 00 
SPECI!S DIVERSITY AND ABUNDANCE INOIC!S 
OAT! 05 11 75 09 24 7S 08 12 77 
AVER~G~ DIV!~!ITY H 1 .82 1,16 ~,26 
NUMBER or TAXA S 10,00 11.00 :U.OO 
NUMBER OF S~MPLrS COMPOSITEO fit 1,00 1,00 1,00 
MAXIMUM OIVERStTY ~AXH 1.J2 1,70 4.58 
MINIMUM DIVERSITY MINH 0.19 0,25 1.22 
TO'f AL DIVERSITY 0 910,00 578,84 370,64 
TOTAL NUMBER OF INOIVIOUALS/ML N 500,00 499,00 164,00 
EVENNtSS CO~PON!NT J 0,55 0.31 0.49 
F.ELATJVE EV!NNESS RJ 0.53 0,27 0,31 
MEAN NUMBER OF INOIVIDUALS/TAXA L 50.00 38.38 6.8] 
NUMRER/ML OF' MOST ABUNDANT TAXON K 182.00 333.00 47.00 
28 
tAKt HAMEl HUNTI~GTON ~OPTH PtS. 













































05 U 7~ 
ALGAL I 
UNITS I 
'C uR"L 18 
09 24 7! 
ALGU I 
UNITS I 
'C PER M(' IS 
O' 12 11 
ALGAL 
UNITS 
'C PER Mt 
cu-i-I --I----.---j-------jiii9:9-1 --it--; 
fn I I I I I I I I X I 
I I I I I I I I I 
CtL 111)6.41 192 1 I I I I I 
rlL I I I I I I I I J I 
COL I I I I 1 UI2).1I 19 I 
cn I I I x 1 1 I 1 I II I 
Ctl. I 1 I 1 1 I 1 I I I I 
cn 14116.41 112 12126.11 11) I I I X I 
CEL I I I I 1 I I I I X I 
cn I I I I 1 I I I I x I 
COL I I I I 1 1 15118.91 Jl I 
CtL 12 11.2 91 1 I I x 141 9.11 16 I 
CtL I 1 1 1 x 1 I I I 
etL I 1 I I x I I I I 
cn I 11186.71 1)) I I I I 
CtL I I I 1 11131.71 41 I 
CtL I 1 1 I I I X I 
cn I I I 1 X I I x I 
CtL I I I 1 1 I )( I 
etL I 1 I I I I I I 
CtL I I I I x I I I 
CtL I I I 1 I I X I 
Ctl. I 131 6.61 )) I I 
CtL I X 1 I 1 I X I 
COL I I I I X I I I 
CEL I I 1 I I x I 
CEL I I I I I I 
COL I I I I I X I 
CtL I I I 1 1( I I 
cn I I I 1 I X I 
COL 1 I I I I X 1 
rII. I I I I I I 
en I 1 1 1 I I 
CEL I I 11 I I 1 I It I 
CtL III 9.01 45 I I I I I 
I I I 1 1 I I I 
CEL I I I I 1 I 1 I 
500 499 164 
29 
LA~E NAME, JOE'S VALLEY ~~S, 










NYG~.RD TROP~IC STAT~ INDICES 
OS 11 Hi 08 12 75 09 24 75 
0110 JI: 02/0 E otlO E 
0/0 0 0/0 0 0/0 0 
0/01 ? 0/02 ., 0/01 ? 
0/03 1 0,17 ? 0/01 ., 
0110 ~ 03/0 E 0110 E 
PALfIltR'S OP'G~NIC POLLUTION INDICES 
O~ 11 7!5 08 12 75 09 24 75 
01 02 01 
00 00 00 
SPECIES DIVERSITY A~D A~UNDANC!: INDICES 
DATE O~ 13 7S 08 12 7S 09 24 75 
AVrRAGE DIVERSIty H 1.54 1,56 1,57 
NUMAER or TAXA S 9.00 13,00 4.00 
NUMBf:R Of 5AMPL~S COMPOSITED M 2,00 2,00 2.00 
~AXl~UM DIVERSITY MAXH 3,17 3.70 2,00 
MINIMUM DIVER~ITY MINH 0.04 0.05 0,03 
'l'OTAL DIVERSITY 0 4319,;0 4623.84 1789,80 
TOTAL NUMBEP OF INDIVIOUAL~/~L N 2805,00 2q~4.00 1140,00 
EVENNESS COMPONENT J 0,49 0.42 0,79 
RELATIVE EVENNESS RJ 0,49 0,42 0.79 
MEAN NHMBF.R or INDIVIDUALS/TAX~ L 311.67 228,00 2"5.00 
NUMBER/ML OF M08T ABUNDANT TAXON K 1354,00 1976.00 610.00 
30 
" 
LAK!! U~tl .JOt'8 'tlJ,LEt k~8. 






























,C PtR foiL IS 
_LeaL I 
lIN ITS I 
'C PER JoIL IS 
ALGaL 
UNItS 
'c PtP /lit· 
CU-.'--I---i---j-,--j--i-.-I I 
rIl, I , I , , 1 X , I I 
eEL Ifl 1.7, 4B I 1 1 1 1 1 
CEL III 1.61 242 III 8.61 256 1 I 1 
CEL 181 1.11 411 141 :l.5, 13 141 l." 41 
CEL I I I 11166.71 t 916 I I I , I I I 1 I I I , 
CtL I I I X 1 1 1 I I I 
etL , , I 121 t Ii. 11 47'; 1:l114.JI 16] 
CEL I I I X I 1 I 1 1 I 
eEL I2IU.lI 1)54 1 I I I I I 
eF.L I I I I I I X I I I 
CEL I I I x I I I X 111211.tI ]76 
cn I I I I I I X I I I 
COL 111]9.71 un 1 I ).71 110 !lUl.51 610 
CtL I I I 151 2.51 13 I I I 
eEL I I I I I I X I I I 
ctL I I I 1 1 I X I I 1 
2805 2964 11'11 
31 
LAKE NAMFI MIN~RSVILLE REe, 










NYGAARD TROP~IC STATE INDICES 
OS 08 75 08 12 75 09 25 75 
02/0 f. 5,00 E 01/0 t 
010 0 ].00 E 0110 g 
0/0'2 ? (lIOe ? 0,50 E 
0,17 ? O.ll E 0110 E 
03/0 E 9.00 E 04/0 E 
PALMF.R'S ORGANIC POLLUTION INDIC!S 
O~ 08 75 08 12 75 Oq 25 75 
00 01 00 
00 00 00 
SPECIF.S DIVERSITY AND AiUNDANCE INDICES 
DATE OS 08 75 09 12 7S 09 25 7!5 
AVERAGE OIVF.R8ITY H 0,74 1.73 0,34 
NUMRER OF TAXA S 11.00 17,00 4,00 
NUMBER or SAMPLES COMPORITED M 2,00 2.00 l.OO 
MAXIMUM DIVERSITY MAXH 3,46 4.09 2.00 
MINIMUM DIVE~SI1Y MINH 0,03 0,05 0.00 
TOTA.L DIVERSITY D ]125.02 7969,3tl 4105.50 
'rOTAL NUM~P.:R OF INOIVIDtJALS/ML N 4223.00 4606.00 12075.00 
€VENNESS COMPON~NT J 0.21 0,42 0.17 
R~LATIVE EVENNESS RJ 0,21 0,42 0,17 
MEAN NUMRER OF INDIVIDUALS/TAXA L ]IU,91 270.94 3018,75 
NUMBER/~t. Oil' MOST A~UNDANT TAXON K 372@,OO 3118.00 11379,00 
32 
LA~! HAME, MINF.~SYtLL" R~S. 


































ALGAL I /lLCH I .Lt:U 
Utol'U 
'C' PU filL "OHM 
UN118 I 
'C Pr.A loll. IS 
UNITS I 
,C PtA MrJ IS 
CELli I X 
rn I I I 
rIL I I I I 
cn I I I 
CEL I!U 2.tl 90 
CtL I I I 
eEL I I I X 
eEL 141 1.tl 45 
CU I I I 
CEL I I I 
eEL I I I 
eEL 11 1.t .5 
eEL I 1.t 45 
CEL I X 
'It I 
COL I 







eEL 121 6.4 270 
CEL 11188.11 1128 
etL I I I 
33 
ii--I----Tr--I-----j 
I I I X' I. I 
111 9.41 412 It194.21 It)19 I 
• I I X I I I I 
I I. I I I I 
• I 4.21 In I I I I 
I I I X I I I I 
I I I I I I I 
151 l.lI 144 I I I I 
I I 1.0 I 48 I I I I 
I I I X I I I I 
I I I X I I I I 
I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I 
121 9.4, 4)2 I I I I 
III 1,0 I 4" I I I I 
I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I X I 
1411\7,7\ 1118 I I I I 
I I I X I I I I 
I I :J .11 144 I I I I 
I I I I I I I I 
I I I X I I I I 
I I 1.01 48 121 5.11 646 I 
I I I I I I I 
I I I III 0,4' ~o I 
Cfi06 JiJP7S 
LAKE NAMEI MOON LAKE 










NYGA'RD TROPHIC STAT~ INDICES 
09 11 75 09 21 75 
010 0 0/01 0 
0/0 (J 0/01 0 
0/0 ? 0/0 ? 
0103 ? 0,17 ? 
010 0 1.00 0 
PALMER'S ORGANIC POLLUTION INDICES 
08 11 75 09 23 75 
00 01 
00 00 
8PECIES DIVERSITY AND UlUNDANCE INDICES 
DATE 09 11 75 09 21 75 
AVERAGE DIVERSITY H 1,50 1,62 
NUMBER OF TAXA S 5.00 12,00 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES COMPOSITED M 2.00 2,00 
MAXI~UM DIVERSITY MAXH 2.32 3.58 
MINIMUM DIVERSITY MINH 0.25 0,25 
TOTAl. DIVERSITY 0 205,50 746,92 
TOTAL ~UMBER or INorVIDUAL8/ML N 137,00 461.00 
EVENNESS COMPONENT J 0,'5 0,45 
~ELATIVE EVENNESS RJ 0,'1 0,42 
MEAN Hl!MlER Of' I~DIVIDUALS/TAXA L 27,40 39.42 
NtJMBER/~L OF MOST ABUNDANT TAXON K ~9.00 2~1.00 
34 
LAKE MUlE I MOON ' .Ut CONTINUED 
STOREr NlIMA":R. 4910 
08 U 7S OQ 2) 75 
... ---------------
I ALGAL I UGH 
I UNITS I UIUU 
TAXA rnRM 18 .c P[R ML IS 'C PER ML 
----------lflTERIONF.LLA "ORMOSl CEJJ 11l24.81 J4 III 9.11 42 
CHRonMor:AS 1 CtL 12150,41 69 I I I ]I 
CRYf'TOMI)NA~ COr.L I I I ]I I I I 
CYCLOTELLA CEL I I I 11154.41 251 
DINO~RYON 80CIALY. Cr.L I I I I I I l! 
PINO~RYO~ 80CIALF. I I I I 1 1 
V, AMERICf\NUM CEL I I I 141 9,11 42 
rRAGILARIA CROTON["!I8 · CEL I I I ]I 1 1 1 ]I 
NAVICULA en I I I I I I ]I 
"ITZI'CHIA eEL I I I 1 1 1 l! 
PF.NNATE DIATOM eEL IJlZ4.RI J4 12127 .JI 126 
PF.RIOINIUM INCONAPICUUM etL I I I I I I X 
8POMOYLOSIUM PLaNU~ CEL I I I I I I X 
TABELLlRIA ,[N[STRATA Cr.L I I 1 I I I X 
TOTAL 111 461 
35 
L.AK .. ; NAMEI NAVA,110 I,AKE; 










NYGAARD TROPHIC STATE INDICES 
04 10 75 09 1] 7~ 09 15 15 
0110 .. ~ 3,00 E 0/01 0 
010 0 4.00 E 4,00 E 
0/01 ? 0/01 1 0/04 1 
0.67 E 0110 ~ 0110 E 
OlIO E 8.00 E 5.00 E 
PALMER'S ORGANIC POLLUTION INDICF.S 
04 30 75 09 13 15 09 25 15 
00 01 00 
00 00 00 
SPECIES ~IVERSLTY AND A~U~DANCE INDICES 
OAT!'; 04 ]0 715 08 11 75 09 25 75 
AVE~AGE DIVE~SITY H 0,01 1.70 2.19 
,..UMRER OF TAX~ S A,OO 15.00 8.00 
NUMRfo:R OF' SAMPL~5 COMPO~ITEO M 1,00 2.00 2.00 
MAXIMUM DIVERSITY MAXH 3.00 3.91 1.00 
~INIMUM DIVERSITY MINH 0.65 0.10 0.07 
TtJTAL DIVP.:~SITY D 0.83 3010.20 2S27.26 
TOTAL NUMBfR or INDIVIDUALS/MI" N 83.00 1806.00 1154.00 
EVENNESS COMPONENT J 0.00 0.4] 0.13 
RELATIVE EVENN~SS PJ -0.27 0.42 0,73 
MEAN NUMBER OF INDIVtDU~LS/TAXA L 10.38 120.40 144.25 
NtJr-4BER/ML OF ~0ST AB~NOA~T TAXON K 81.00 120'.00 431.00 
36 
LAKE HANEl NAVAJO LAK~ CON,\,nUEO 
SlOR[T NU~8EAI 4911 
04 )0 75 08 tJ 15 09 25 7! 
-------------.-------
I 'LGAL I if.GAL I UGU 
I UNI 'rs I UNITS I UNITS 
TUI rORM III 'C P@:II. ML I~ 'C HR ML 18 te PJl.:R HI. 
---------------IPHINIZOM[NON rLOS-.QU.[ P'IL I I I I I I I 
AST[RION[LLA rOAMosa eEL I I I I I I I 
CENUIC OIATOM CEL I I 1 I I I 1 
CHAOOMONAS , eEL I I III 5.81 105 I I I 
COS"AAIU~ ~EL I I 1 1 1 1 x Itlll,51 156 
CRYPTOMO~AS EPOSA CEL 111100.1 II) ,21 4.41 79 I I I l 
CRTPTOMONA8 MARSSONI! eEL I I X , , I I 1 , 
CYCLOTr.LL. M[N[CHINIANA eEL I I x , I 1 1 I I 
tt.unOTHRIX CtL I I I 1 , 1 I 5." 52 
nlcnLIU " CtL 1 I 11166.11 1204 1 I 1 
rRIGILARIA CAOTON!NSI! eEL , x 1 I I I I 1 
CYMNODlfIIUfII CtL 1 1 I 1.41 26 1 1 I 
K IRCHUA I nLA CtL 15114.51 252 151)7.91 417 
ME/UIIMOnnJ A COL I 1 1 x I I I 
MOUQ[OTIl rIt. 1 1 I II I 1 1 
NITZSCHIA CtL , 1 1 I 1 1 
OOCYSTI~ eEL 1 I 1.41 36 IlltJ.51 l!I6 
OSCILLATORll rlL 1 1 1 1 I I 
P[AID1HIUM INCON8PICUUM eEL 141 2.91 52 141 2.11 U 
PHORMIOIUM rlt I 1 2.91 52 I 1 I 
SCEN[O[8MUS 81JUCA cot. 1 1 1 X 1 I 1 
STtPHlNODI8CUS CEL I I 1 X 1 1 1 X 
TETPIEORON MINIMUM I 1 1 1 1 I 
V. IICP08ICULATUM r.Et. 1 1 I X 12121.01 )12 
TOUL II] lIJ06 SHl4 
37 
LA~E NAME, NEWCASTLE PlS. 




EU ca, EN OP H Y T E 
DIATOM 
COMPOUND 
NYGA~Rn TROPHIC STATr. INDICES 
OS 08 7~ 08 !l 75 09 ~6 75 
0/0 0 1.00 F !.OO E 
0110 E 3.00 E 5.00 E 
0/01 ? 0/04 ? 0,12 ? 
1.00 @: 2.00 e: 0,50 E 
02/0 E 6,00 E 11.0 E 
PALMER'S ORGANIC POLLUTION INDICES 
DATE 05 08 75 08 i 3 75 09 26 75 
GENUS 03 01 09 
SPEC~ES 01 02 02 
SPECIES DIVERSITY A~D AiUNDAf~CE INDICES 
DATE O~ 08 7S 08 13 7S 09 26 75 
~Vr.R~GE DIV~RSITY H 0.91 0.98 2.74 
NUMRER 0,. TAXA S 6.00 10,00 19.00 
NU~B~; R O~· SAMPLES COMPU8ITED M 1.01J 1,00 1.00 
MAXIMUM DIVEPSITY ~AXH 2.59 3.32 4,25 
MINIMU~ DIVtRSITY fo1INH 0.01 0.05 0.03 
TOTAL DIVEFl~tTY 0 6832.29 1A77.92 23654,42 
TOTAL NUMBER ur INDIVIDUALS/ML N 7508.00 2134.00 9631.00 
~VENNE8S COMPONENT J 0,35 0.27 0.64 
R~LATIVE EVr,NNES8 RJ 0.16 0.26 0.65 
MEAN NUMBER OF INDIVIDIJALS/TAXA L 1251.3] 213,40 454.)7 
NUMBER/ML Of' .1IJST ABUNDANT T~XON I( fd17.00 1771,00 3798.00 
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LAKt NAMEI Nr.W~A8TLr. RES, ('ONtrNUf:O 
nnffET NurUIER I 4912 
O~ 09 75 01 1] 75 09 26 75 
I .',GAL I ALGU I ALGAL 
I UNITS I UNIT6 I UNITS 
UXA rOR .. IS 'C Pf:R ML 16 ,C PP:R ML 18 'C PER tiL 
---~---ANAhAF.NA PLINCTONTC~ CEL I I I ! I I 0,'1 49 I 
APHANIZOMF.NON FLOB-AOUA' rn· I I I I X 151 6.1I ~4l I 
J8TERIONELLA rORMOSA eEL I I I 1 X 11144.(11 J791J I 
CHU"YDOHQNA8 eEL I I I I I I 6.]1 !l4J I 
CHROOMONAS 1 CEL UI l.71 278 I X I I 1.71 148 I 
CLOSTERIU,", C':L I , I I I I 0." 49 I 
CRYPTUHOHA8 r.RO~A CEL , , I I I I 0.'1 49 I 
CRYPTOMONAA MARSSON!I crt. I I , I I I I I I I 
CYCLOTF.LLI M[N~GHINIANA eEL I I I IlltO,tol 227 I I 4.'1 :'-115 I 
F.LAKATOTH~IX COl. I I I 1111U,01 1771 I I I X I 
EUOURINA ELECAN! cor. I I I I" 2.11 45 I I I I 
f:UGI.[NA eP;L I I I I I I I , I X I 
fR.PILARIA CROTONEN8!8 C[I, , I I I 1 I 141 9.71 8]9 1 
!;L[NODINIUM ElJU CEL 141 0.71 56 I I I I I I I 
GYRUSlG,.. cn , , I I I I I I O.iI U I 
I(IRCHNERIELLA CP.:L I I I I I I I I I x I 
MELUSIRA r,RANULATA CEL I I I I I I I I l.lt 99 I 
M[L08IRA C~ANULATA I I I I I I I I , I 
V. AffCU8TU8lMA CEL I I I I I I X I I I I 
MICMOCY6Tt8 INCERT. COL I I I I I I I I t. tI 99 I 
NITZSCHIA ACItULARY8 CEL I2llJ.lI SOOI I I I I I I I 
flOCYSTIS COL I I I 141 4,11 91 1l114.Ji tUJ I 
VEDU8TRUH COL I I 1 1 I I 1 I I l I 
RCHkOEDtHIA SETIGERA eEL '!H 0.71 56 I I I I I I I 
8PHA[ROCY!TI8 SCHROr.TgRI COL I I I 1 1 1 I I 1.71 141 I 
RUIfAUTFlUI' eEL I I I I 1 1 X I I I , 
8TEVHlNODIBCU8 r.~L 11111,81 1117 1 I I I I I I 
8YN~OR' O~~TraTJRATMa 1 I I 1 I 1 I I , I 
V. lNGUS'rISIIIMA CEL I I 1 1 1 I 121 6.91 !I'll' I 
TOUL 1~OIl 2t 14 un 
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LAK~ NAMEI OTT~R CR~EK R~A. 










NYG~JRD TROPHIC STATE INDICES 
u5 09 75 08 11 75 09 25 7!5 
0/0 0 0110 E 02/0 I!: 
0110 E 0110 E 02/0 E 
0/01 ? 0/02 ? 0/04 1 
1,00 !!: 0,50 E 0,60 E 
04/0 E OlIO ~ 07/0 e 
PALMER'S ORGANIC POLLUTION INDIces 
00 . 
015 09 7!5 09 13 75 09 25 75 
05 01 00 
00 00 00 
SPECIES DIVERSITY AND ABUNDANCE INDICES 
DATE OS 09 7!5 08 13 75 09 25 75 
AVr-RAGE DIVERSITY H 2.01 1,11 1.55 
NUMSER or TAXl S 12,00 9,00 17,00 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES COMPOSITED M 2,00 2,00 2,00 
M~XIMUM DIVERSITY MAXH 1,58 3,17 4,09 
MINIMUM DIVERSITr MINH 0,02 0,02 0,29 
TOTAL DIVERSITY D 19171,38 6824,28 920,70 
!OTAL NUMBER OF INDIVIDUALS/ML N 9538,00 6148,00 594,00 
EVENNESS COMPONENT J 0,56 0.15 0,18 
q~~ATIV~ EVI!:NNESS RJ 0,56 0,15 0,34 
MtlN Nu~aER Of INDIVIDUALS/TAXl L 194,83 693.11 34,94 
NUMeEP/M.L or ~OST AePNDANT TAXON K 5123,00 4919,00 372.00 
40 
LAKE NIMt. OTT[R CR~tK AtS. CO"TI"UII;O 
8TOAET NU~BEPI 491] 
05 09 75 01 tJ H 09 :a5 75 
----------------.---.-.. -_ ... ---... 
J ALGAL I ALGAL I ALGAL 
I UNITS I UNITS J UNITS 
TAXA rORM II ,e Pr.R PIlL IR \C P[R filL IS 'C P[A filL 
aIIleU?!A FIL 1 .1 iliiO:~-2---I--I----,-
~NABI[NA PLlNCTONICl FlL I I I I I UIU.51 74 
lVHlNIZ0MENON rL08·AOU~" rn I I I , I I I I X 
CERATIUM HIRU"DIN~LLA CEL I I 111 1.'51 H4 '.'17.51 74 
CtlL1MYDOMONU ttl. 151 9. II .. 7 I I I I I I 
r.HROO,",ONAS 1 eEL 1)111.21 1065 I I 0.91 5J I I I X 
CRUCIG!NI' TETPAPtDIl COL 1 1 1 , I , I I I X 
CRrPTUMONA8 tROSA CEL 141 4.71 44. , I , 12112.51 74 
CRYPTOMONAS ~lR880NIt CEL I I I 141 0.91 5] 11 n.t! ]12 
CRYPTOMONftS OVATA eEl. , 1 I , I J l( J I 
crCLOTELLA CP.:L 11155,111 5J2J I I I I I 
DUTO"'A VULGARE cn I I , I I I I I X 
EPITHEMIl SORtl( eEL I I I , I 0.9' 5) I I 
fLAGELLATE CP.:L 12'14.0 lUI I , I I , 
rMAGtLlRIl CEL I 
• 
I I , I I • 
"RAGILARIl 11 eP.:L I I I I I I 
• rltAGILARIl CROTONtNSIS etL I 
• 
12180.01 4919 I I X 
rAAGILIRIA LEPTOSTlURON CEL 
• 
, I J , 
• • ~LtNOOINIUM ED'~ CEL , I , I , I ,
M~LLOMONAS ACAPOIDr.S ttL 
• 
I , , , 
• • 
X 
"'[LOIURA GRANlfl·nr. CtL 
• • 





I I I I I I 
V. UGIJ6TISSIMA CEr. I 
• 
I~ I 1.51 :au , J X 
I'fIUI!ICHIl eEL I 
• 
X I I I , 
• OOCYSTI~ [RtMOSPHAtRIl CEL I , , , I I I I 





• • AHOPALODIA GIBBA eEL I I , , I I I X 





I 2.Ji U:l I , I I I X 
~YtltDRA ULNA eEL , I I I I , I , l 
TOTAL 9518 6141) &94 
41 
LA~E NAMEI PANr.UITCH LA~E 










NYt:AAJ:(O TROPHIC S'tATE INDICES 
08 13 75 09 25 75 
1.00 E OliO F. 
1,00 E 0/0 o . 
0/04 ? 0/03 ? 
0,50 E 1,00 E 
5,00 ~ 04/0 E 
PALMER'S ORGANIC POLLUTION INDICES 
08 13 1S 09 2S 75 
01 00 
00 00 
SPECI~8 nIVERSITY AND A~UNJ)I\NC! INDICES 
DATE 08 13 7S Oq 25 7S 
AVER~Uf OIVERSITY H I,ll 0,00 
NtlMElJl:R or TAXA s 10,00 7,00 
NUMAF.R or SAMPJJE;S COMPOSl'l'ED M 2,00 2,00 
MAXIMU~ OIVtRSITY MAXH 3,l2 ~,91 
MINIMU~ DIVERSITY MINH 0.03 0,01 
TOTAl, TnVERSITY 0 4131,29 0,00 
TOTAL HUMB[R OF INDIVIDUALS/ML N J831,OO 8979,00 
FV~~Nr.SS r.OMPONr.NT J 0,34 0,00 
RF,LATIVt EVENNESS RJ 0, :U 0,00 
MEAN NUMBER OF INDIVIDUALS/TAXA L 181,30 1282,71 
NUMBER/ML Of' MOST ABUNDANT TAXON K 3127,00 A979,OO 
42 
L~KE NAME, P~NGUITCH LM!: CONllNUtD 
STORET NUMB~R' 4914 
01 1] 7!5 09 l5 H 
1 ALGAL I .'.GlL 
I UNIfS I UNITS 
TAXA rOAM 18 'C PE~ loll" IS 'C PtR loll" 
U.BUNA rn. I 1 I x 
" I I X lPH'NIZOMr.NON rLUS·AQUAY. rIt. 11111.61 l127 11110001 9979 
CEn~TIUM ~rRUHDIN[LLA eEL I I 1 I I I X 
CHROOMONAS 'I eEL I I 1.51 ~9 I I I 
CLOSTERIUM . eEL 1151 0."1 29 I I I 
C'RYPTOMIINAS tROSA CtL I I 2.JI 119 I I I 
CRYPTOMON'S M1R8S0HII eEL I 1 I 1 I I x 
fRlGILARIA 11 CEL I I 0.111 29 I I I 
fR.GILARtA CROTONtNSIS CIL 121 7.'71 29!5 I 1 I 
MICAOCY8TI8 AERUGINOSA COL I 1 I I I I X 
MICROCY81I8 IMctRTA COL 141 1.11 118 I I I 
NITUCHn eEL 1 1 1 1 1 1 
SPHAEROCYSTI8 SCHROETERl COL IU 2.1I IJ9 I I I 
STEPH1NODISCUS CEL 1 1 1 X I I I X 
TUUL 1913 9979 
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LAK~ NAM~I P~LICAN LAK~ 










NYGA~RO TROPHIC STAfE INDICES 
OS 13 75 OR 07 75 09 21 7!5 
0/0 0 08/0 E 06/0 ! 
0110 E 08/0 E 09/0 E 
0/01 1 0.19 ? 0/14 · 1 
0/02 ? 0/04 ., 0/01 ., 
0110 l!: 19/0 E 14/0 E 
PAl.MER I S ORGANIC POLLUTION INDICES 
05 11 75 09 07 75 09 23 75 
08 05 06 
00 00 00 
SPECIES DIVERSITY AND A8UNDANCE INDICES 
DATE 05 13 75 08 07 75 09 21 75 
AVE~AGE DIVERSITY H 2.02 2.95 0.53 
NUMBER Of' TAXA S 7.00 31.00 19.00 
NUMBER OF SAHP~ES COMPOBITED M 2.00 2.00 2.00 
MAXIMUM DIVERSITY MAXH 2.81 4.95 4.25 
MINIMUM DIVERSITY MINH 0.01 0.21 0.00 
TOTAL OIVERSITY 0 4480.36 4714.10 40291.13 
TOTAL NUMBER or INDIVIDUALS/ML N 2218.00 1598.00 76021.00 
~VENNESS COMPONENT J 0.72 0.60 0.12 
R~LATIVE EVENNESS RJ 0.72 C).58 0.11 
MEAN NUMBER OF INDIVIDUALS/TAXA L 316,86 51,55 4001.11 
NUMBER/MIJ OF MOST ABUNDANT TAXON K 901.00 376.00 70495.00 
44 
~AKE NlMEI PtLIClN LlK~ 
























































tC PtA ML 'S 
ALGAL I 
UNITS I 
'C PER ML 18 
ALGAl. 
"'flU 
'C PER ML 
Coi:-'I--.---'I--,--X--I-j 
rIL I I I I I I X I I 
CEL I I I I I I X I I 
CEL 11IJ&,11 ~Ol 'I I I I I 
cn I I I l' I 11192,71 10495 
CEL 1.1~1.21 491 I 114.11 1]~ I I I 
CEL I I I I I 1 X I I I X 
COL I I I I I I X I I I l 
CEL I I I I I I X I I I 
CEL I I I X I I I I I O,tl Q, 
CEL )ltl,11 146 1 I I I I I 
eEL I I I I I X I I I 
eEL I I IJlll.91 188 I I I 
eEL I I I I I X 141 t, U 1]34 
COL I I I I I X I I 0, II 95 
eEL I I 151 2.91 47 I I I 
CEL I I I I I I I I X 
CEL I I I I I x I I I 
I I 'I I I I I 
CEL 2127,11 616 11117.61 282 I I I X 
COL I I , I B.81 141 151 1,JI 951 
cor. I I I I , X I I I 
COL I I I I I X 121 ),01 2287 
FIL I I " I X I I I 
CtL I I I I B.81 141 I I I X 
FIL I I I I I X I JI 0.91 667 
rtL I I I I 1 I I I X 
'IL I I I I 5.91 94 I I I 
COL I I 1 I I I I I X 
COL I I I I I I I I I 
CEL I I 141 !.91 94 'I I 
cn I I I I I I I I I 
CEL I I 'I I I I I 
CEL I I X I I I I I I 
COL I I 'I I I I I 
COL 51 2,11 62 I I I 1 I I 
COL I 1 I I' I I I 1. 
eEL I I 1" I I I I 
CEL I' " I X I 1 I 
CEL I 1 I I I X I I I x 
I I 'I I I I I 
eEL I I 1112].51 )76 I I 0,11 95 
CEL I' " I X I I 1 X 
r.Et I I I' I " I x 
2218 15911 76021 
45 
LAK~ NAM!I PINEVIEW RES. 










N1GAARD T~OPHIC STAT&: INDICES 
05 14 75 08 07 75 09 23 7S 
0/0 0 0:210 E 1,00 E 
04/0 E (16/0 E 2,00 E 
0/04 7 0.1~ ? 0/03 ? 
0,14 ? 1,00 E 2,00 E 
OSlO 
" 
10/0 E !5,00 E 
PALMER'S ORGANIC POLLUTION INDICES 
(l~ \4 7~ 08 07 75 09 23 7S 
09 00 00 
03 00 00 
SPECIES DIVERSITY AND A9UNOANCE INDICES 
DATE OS 14 75 08 07 75 09 21 75 
AVERAGE DIVERSITY H 2,26 2,16 2,26 
NUMBER or TAXA 5 18,00 15,00 11,00 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES COMPOSITED M 4,00 4,00 4.00 
MAXIMUM DIVERSITY MAXH 4,17 l,ql 1,46 
MINIMUM DIVERSITY MINH 0.04 O,OS 0,13 
TOTAL OIVERSITY 0 11779,12 7311,60 1966,20 
TOTAL NUM8ER or INDIVIDUALS/ML H 5212,00 :ues,oo 870.00 
~VENNESS COMPONENT J 0,54 0.55 0.65 
RELATIVE EVENNESS RJ 0.54 0.55 0.64 
MEAN NUM8ER Of INDIVIDUALS/TAXA L 289.56 225.67 79,09 
NUMRER/ML OF Mosr ADUNDANT TAXON K 2552.00 1855.00 132.1)0 
46 
LA~E NAME, PINEVIEW R[S. COIlTIIIUED 
8TOR[T NUMR!R, 491& 
05 14 75 08 07 7! 09 2J 75 
----------------
I ALGAl_ 1 ALGAL I ALGAL 
I UNITS I UN IT II I UNITS 
TAXA rORM II \C PII;R I4L IS \C P[R ML IS 'C PER HL 
ACHJlANTHtS MICPUCEPH~LA CEL I I I X j,--,----,-j 
ANKISTRODESMUS fALCATUS CEL I I 1.01 54 I I I I I I 
APHAHIZOM€NON fLOS·AQUAr. FIL I I I 1 1 l.ll 00071 11119.11 lU 
r.[PATIUM ~IRUNDIN[LLA CEL 1 I 1 I 1 I X 1 1 I 
CHLAMYDOMONAS CEL 14& 9.U 489 1 1 I I I I 
CHR00'40NAS 1 CEL 12149.01 2552 1 111.81 00]99 I 11q.1l 1&6 
COSMARIUM CEL I I I I I I I 1 I X 
CRYPTOMOflU EROsa CEL I JI '7.1I JIIO I I 9,1)1 00]06 151 4.71 41 
CRYPTOMUI.U MARSSONIt cn IlIlt.1I lOll I I I I4I14.lI 12t 
CRYPTO,",ONAS OVUA CEL I I I 141 t,ll 141 I 1 I 
CYMB!LLA r.EL I I I I I I I I I 
CYST CEL I I I 151 7,11 00159 I I I 
DIHOBRYOH DIVERGEN! C[L I I I I I 1 I I I X 
rLlGELLATE 12 eEL I I 4.21 217 I I I I I I 
P'M'GILAPIA n CE!.. , I I X 1 I I I I I 
,RAGILARIA CROTONtHSrs CEL I I I X I1IH,III 011155 U13II.21 ))2 
r.UNODINIUM CEL I I t.OI H I I 1 I I I 
MELOSIRA G~ANULATA CEL I I I I I I X I I I X 
MICROCYSTIS INCERTA COL I I I I 1 0.71 H 1 I I 
NAVICULA CEL I I I X I I I I I I 
JlITZSCHIA CEL I I 2.11 10<1 I I I I 1 I 
OOCYSTIS CEL I I I I I I x I I I 
OoeYI1'IS sPP. CEL I I I I I I X I I I 
PEOIASTRUM ~ORYAHU~ COL I I I 1 I I I I I X 
PItACUS eEL I I I 1 I 1 X I I I 
SCENEDESMUS 8IJUGA COL I I I I I I l I I I 
SC[NEDtSMUS QUADRIcaUOA COL I I I X I 1 I I I I 
IICHPOEDtRtA StTIGtRl eEL 151 6.J! ]26 I I 9.01 00]06 I I I 
SPHAEROCY8TI8 !CHROETgRI COL I I I I I 0.71 24 I I I X 
STEPHlNOD UCUS eEL I I I X I 1 I III 4.71 U 
SURIRELLl OVUA eEL I I I x I I I I I I 
TETRAEDRQN REGULAR! I I I I I I I I I 
Y. INCUS CEL I I I X I I 1 1 I I 
TOTAL !2U 1]85 170 
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LAKE NAM!:I PIUTE R£S~ 










NYGAARD TROPHIC STAT! tNDICES 
05 09 75 08 1] 15 09 24 75 
0/0 0 0101 0 1,00 E 
0)/0 l£ 6,00 E 9.00 ! 
0.3) Ii: 0,17 1 0,36 ! 
0,14 1 0,25 1 0.27 ? 
05/0 Jt '1,00 E lA.O E 
PALMER'S ORGANIC POLLUTION INDICES 
O!l§ 09 75 08 13 7S 09 24 75 
01 00 10 
02 00 06 
SPECtES nlV~MSITY AND ABUNDANCE INDICES 
OAT! 05 09 75 08 13 75 09 24 75 
AVERAGE DIViRSITY H 1.00 2.55 2,97 
NUI-1BER OF' TAXA S 15,00 19,00 3),00 
NUMAF.R Of' SAMPL~8 COMPOSITED M ],00 l,OO 2.00 
MAXIMUM DIVE~SItY MAXH 3,91 4.25 5.04 
MU!ptUM DIVEPSITY MIN~ 0.02 0,15 0.08 
TOTAL DIVERSITY 0 1~617,00 3738,)0 15830.10 
TOTAfJ NIJM8EP or INDIVIDUALS/ML fl 12617,00 1466,00 5330.00 
EVENNES5 COMPONENT J 0,26 O,SO 0,89 
QELATIV~ EVENNESS RJ 0.26 0,89 0.89 
H[AN NUMRER OF IJJOIVIDIJA1,8/TAX~ L 841,IJ 77.16 161,52 
NUMBI!:R/MlI OF' MOST ABUNOANT TAXON K 10007,00 489.00 1615.00 
48 
LAKE HAMEl PIUTE REI. eoJt'UIIUED 
4TORET NUMBER! 4917 
015 09 7S 01 lJ 715 09 U 15 
I ALGAL I ALliU I ALGAL 
I UNITS I UHIU I UNIT. 
TAU FOlliN II \C PER HL I" 'C PER ML IS \C PER HI. 
----ACHNAHTHrs HIHUTISSIHA Cr.L I I X I I I I 
AC;TINUTRUH COL I 0.21 27 J I I I 
ANKI8TRO~~IMU8 '~CAtus I I I I I 
V. lCICULARJS CEL I X I 2.41 H I I 
APHlNIZOHENOH 'LOI-AOUA~ FIt I I I I I X 
ASTERIOHELLl FOAH81A CEL I I I X I I 
CERATIUM HIRUNDINELLl Cr.L I I I X I I 
CH,mOHONA!! 1 eEL I 123.AI Hit I 1 1 
COEL08PHlERIUM COL 1 I 1 I 1 X 
CRUCIGENl. TETRAPEDI~ ClIt. I 1 I 1 I 1.01 !J 
C~YPTQMQ"A~ E~OSA en 1 1:'114 • .11 209 I I 4.01 211 
CRYPTOMOHlS OVlTA CEL I I I I IJI 9.91 52. 
CRYPTOMONA~ REFLExa CEL I 12111.111 174 I I I 
CRYPTOMONA8 8PP. CEL 41 0.61 80 1 I I I I I 
CYCLOTELLA MrN[GHIHIANl eEL IJI ].41 426 I 1 1 121]0.71 16]! 
CYMATOPLEUFll CEL I I 0.21 27 I I I I I I 
CYMOtLLA CEL I 1 I X I I I I 1 1.01 5J 
OIlTOMl TENU! I I I I I I I I 1 
V. ELOIWATUM CEL 11179.11 10007 I I I l( I!II 4.01 211 
OIN08RYOn DIVERGEN8 CEL 121U.41 194) I I I I I I 
IIIPJ.OP8AJ.18 ACUTA eEL I I I 141 4.HI '70 I I I 
r.ut;J.ENl CEL UI 0.21 27 I I I I I I 
f:UGUHl 8P". CEL I J I I I 141 6.91 .169 
rRAGILARIA CRnTCNE~SIS CEL I . I J I I X I I I X 
r.OMPHONE"'A CEL I I I I I I I I X 
l;r~II.;oDINIUII, AI.BIlLUM CEL I 0.81 110 I I I J I I 
IlYROSIGMA CEL I I I I I I J I X 
"'.GtRHEIMU CILIATA CEr, I 1 I I I X I I I 
LrNG8rA FlL I I I I I I I 1.01 !5J 
MALLOMDHl8 ACA~DIOES CtL I I I I I 1 U!I. '71 un 
"ALLOMO~AI PIEUVOCORONATA Cr.L I I IlIH.41 419 I I 
~tL08I~A GRANULAfA I I I I I I 
y •• r:CU:lTlSSUlr. en I I I I I I X 
NAVICULA CEL I l( J I I I I 
NAVICULA CRYPTOCEPHALA eEL I I I I I J X 
"'lUliCHU CEL I I I I I I I 
"'ITISCHI •• ICMA 1 CEL I 1 I I I I l( 
",IrIBCHIA VERMICULARIS CEL I X I I I I I 
(lOCUTU CEL I I I '.81 70 I 4.01 211 
PEDlASTRUM DUPLEX COL I I I I I 1.01 !I] 
~CtN!O!IMUI 81JUGA COL I I I I l( I I X 
SC[N!DES~UI DIMORPHU8 COL I I I I I I X 
ICEHtDtSMUI QUAD~ICAuoa COL I X I I 1 J I 1.01 !5J 
8CMROEDERIA l[fIr-rRA CEL I 1 I I I 6.91 )69 
5tlURA8'fRUM CEL I I'll 4.81 70 I 1.01 !5J 
nr.PHANODUCU8 CEL I 1 I I X I 1.01 5] 
SURlRELLA oun CEL I I 1 1 X I I X 
sY"'tDJU ULNA CtL I I I 1 I I I 
8fNIDRA ULNA I I 1 I I I 
Y. IMPRESSA etL I 1 I I I I X 
TETRlSTRUM STAUROC[HIAEFORMt COL I I I I X I I X 
TRACHtLOMONA8 II CiL I I I I I 1.01 !I] 
TAACHELOMONA8 FLUV I ATILIS cra. I I I I I 1 l( 
TOTAL 121117 lUll !5HO 
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L~KE NAMEI PORCUPINE RES. 










NYGAARD TROPHIC STATE INDICES 
05 14 75 08 06 7S 09 21 75 
OtlO E 010 0 0/0 0 
0/0 0 04/0 E 0110 E 
0/01 ? 0104 '1 0/01 ., 
0/04 ? 0,11 E 1,00 E 
0110 ! 0510 E 03/0 E 
PALMER'S ORGANIC POLLUTJON INDICES 
05 14 75 09 06 75 09 2J 15 
00 01 02 
00 00 00 
SPECIES DIV!RSITY AND ABU~DANCE INDICES 
DATE 05 14 75 08 06 75 09 2] 75 
AVERAGE DIVERSITY H 0,95 1.69 ~,11 
NUMBER or TAXA S 10,00 13,00 8.00 
NUMBER OF SAMPLES COMPOSITED M 2,00 2,00 1,00 
MAXIMUM DIVERSITY MAXH 3.32 1,70 1.00 
MINIMUM DIVERSITY MINH 0,03 0,07 0.05 
TOTAL DIVERSITY D 3952,00 ]680,92 3658,74 
TOTAL NUM~ER OF INDIVIOUAL8/ML N 4160,00 2179.00 1734,00 
~V~N~ESS CUMPONENT J 0,29 0,46 0.10 
P~LATIVE EVENNESS RJ 0,28 0.45 0.70 
MEAN NUMBER OF INDIVIDUALS/TAXA L 416,00 167.54 216,75 
NUMBER/~L OF MOST ABUNDANT TAXON K 1196.00 1147.00 987.00 
50 
L_KE MAM~. PO~CUPINE RI:~. COllfl"U!D 
3TOAKf NUMIERI 4918 
05 14 75 01 06 75 09 2J 75 
I ALGAL I ALGAL I ALGAL 
I UNITS I UNITS I UNJ'I'8 
Tlll rORM 18 ,C PER Mt. U tC PER NL 18 ,C PER NL 
--UllUUA FIL I I I I I I I 
lHKISTAODE6HUS rALCATUA CEL I I I 1.71 J8 I I I 
A8TERIONELLA rORMOSA CEL I I I X I I 141 9.Ji 161 
CIIROOMUNAS 1 CtL 11176.11 Jl9~ I I I I I 
CRY~TOHONA8 [POS_ CEL III 4.91 ~O] I I X 151 7.01 121 
CRYPTQMONAB MARs~nNII CEL I 1 I 1 1 I X I I I 
CRtPTOMONAB 8PP. CEL I 1 I III 1.11 191 1 I I 
CYCLoTtLLA COMTl CEL I I I I t III .61 6118 11151.21 181 
CYMA!OPLEURl SOL~l CtL I I I 1 1 I X I I I 
CYM8f:LLl CEL I I I X I I 1 I I I 
DINOBRYON DIVERGEN8 eEL nlU.lI 761 12152.71 1141 111111. 'I 202 
F.(,lKATOTH~IX COL I I I 1 1 I X I I I 
rRlGILARIA CROTONENijIS CEL I I I 1 I 1 I I I 1 
GLtNODINIUM OCULATUH CEL I I I x I I I I I I 
GOMPHONtMA TRUNClTUM r.r.L I I I X 1 I 1 I I I 
MELOSIRA GRANULATA CEL I I I 1 I I I HU.OI 242 
MERIDION CIRCULAR! CEL I I I I I I X I I I 
IUUCULA eEL I I I x I I I I I I 
OOClSTI8 COL I I I 151 ].51 16 I I 7.01 121 
PERIDI"tUM wlLLtI CEL I I I X 141 1.11 J8 I I I 1 
~rHAEROCY~TI8 ~C~RnrTrRr COL I I I 1 I I X I I I 
tOTAL 416(1 2178 tT14 
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LAKF. NAMEI PRUESS RES. 










NYGAARD TROPHIC STATE INDICES 
OS 08 75 09 11 75 - 09 26 75 
0110 E 0/01 0 1.00 I!: 
0/0 0 1.00 E 4.00 II; 
1.00 E 0.11 E 0.60 E 
O. :u E 0.40 E 0,25 ? 
OlIO P.: 6.00 E 9,00 E 
PALMER'S ORGANIC POLLUTION INDICES 
05 08 75 08 1] 75 09 26 75 
00 00 00 
00 00 00 
SPECIES DIVERSITY AND A~U~DANCE INDICES 
DATE 05 oe 75 09 13 75 09 26 15 
AVERAGE DIVERSITY H 0.22 1.10 2.16 
NUMBER 0' TAXA S to.OO 11.00 16.00 
NU/4B€R or SAMPLES COMPOSITED M 1.00 1.00 1,00 
MAXIMUM DIVERSITY MAXH 1.12 ),70 4,00 
MINI~UM DIVERSITY MINH 0.04 0,46 0.70 
TOTAL DIVERS I'!'! D 623.48 319.80 414,72 
TOTAL NUMBEP OF INDIVIDUALS/ML N 2A34.00 246,00 192,00 
EVP.:NNESS COMPONENT J 0.01 0.15 0,54 
RELATIVE EVENN~SS RJ 0,06 0.26 0.45 
MEAN IiUMBER OF INDIVIDUAL8/T~XA L 281.40 18.92 12.00 
NUMBER/ML or MOST ABUNDANT TAXON K 2732.00 154,00 72.00 
52 
L~K~ NAM~I PRUr.IS ~ES. COII'I'JIIUED 
8TORET NUMPER •• 919 
O!l 09 7!1 011 t) 75 09 26 '7!1 
I ALGU I AI,r-At,. I UOAL , UNITS I UNITS I UN IT II 
TUA rllRM III 'C PtR "'L 18 \C PER ML IS 'C PtR ML 
APHANIZOMENON 'LOS·~QU~E ;iLI-'---I----i7--.------..112. !II 2t 
80TRYOCUCCU8 8RAUNII COL I I I I I I X I I I 
CALON~I~ I I I 1 I I X I I , 
C~RATIUM HIRUNDINELLA CtL , , I X I • I I I 
, 
CHROOHONAII '7 CEL 121 1.61 102 I , I , I I 
CLosnRI"'" CEL I I I I I • X I I I I COCCONEIII VLAC~NTULA rr.r. I I I 
• 
I I X I I I 
CO~LASTRUM MICAOPORUM CUL I , I I I I I I I I 
CRYPTIIMONAS [ROSA CEL I I I X • • I 1l112.!l1 24 CRYPTOHONA8 MARe80NII CEL I I I I 1 I I I I X 
CYMBr.I,Ll CEL I I I I I 1 1 I I X 
D~CTYtOCO~COPSIa IRREGULARIS CtL IIIU ••• 2712 I I I I I I 
DIPLONEI6 CEL 1 1 I 1 I X I 1 , 
DIPLON£18 8"'IT"11 ctL , 1 1 1 • • I 1 X r.UGLE"A eEL 1 I x 
• 
I I I I I 
EUGL~UA [HREN'ERGII CEL I , I I I I !l1l2,!l1 24 
';IJGLr.NA OUURII I I I I 1 1 I I 
V. HI'IIOII CEL I I 1 • 1 • I I X HAHTUCHU CEL 1 1 I I I 1 1 X 
~r.LOSlqA GRANULATA CEL I X I I 1 X 1 I I x 
N(nSCHU CEL I X 1 1 I 1 I I 
NITZSCWIA L~NGI88IMA CEL I x I 1 I I I I 
PIIACUS TOIITUI CEL I 1 1 1 X I 1 I X 
RHOPALOOIA GIARA CEL I I I 1 X I I I 
~CENtDtIMUS iIJUGA COL 1 I I 1 I I I X 
SCHROtDtRIA StTIGtRA CEL , 11162.61 1St llln.SI 12 
5PHltROCYaTIS ~CHRO[TERI CUL I I1tH.II 61 12125.01 .. 
SPIRocnA FIL I X 1 I 1 I I I 
STEPHANon 18CU. CEL I 12112.61 J1 I I I 
SURIJltLU CtL I X I I I I I I 
SIJRI"r.LL. OVlTl Crt I J I J x I I I 
!lYNtDIlA ULNA COL I I I • • I I I 
TOTU :ZBH ,.6 192 
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LA~~ NAME. SEVIER PRlnGF. RES. 







NYGAARD TROPHIC STATE INDICES 
05 12 7~ 08 12 75 09 24 75 
0110 F.: 0.67 E OliO II: 
08/0 F. 4,00 E 10/0 E 
0.11 ? 0.21 E 0.::21 E 
0.14 1 1,00 E 0,10 'I 
ItlO H: 6.67 E 19/0 E 
PALMJ!:R'8 ORGANIC POLLUTION INDICES 
DATE 05 12 75 08 12 75 09 24 75 
GENUS 07 06 15 
SPJl:CIES 00 07 09 
SPECIES DIVEPSITY AND ABUNDANCE INDICES 
DATE 05 12 7§ 08 12 7S 09 24 75 
AVERAGE DIVERSITY H 2,10 1.12 3,60 
NUMAP::R OF TAXA S 15,00 . 12,00 31.00 
NUMBe:R OF' SAMPLES COMPOSITED M '.00 1.00 3,00 
MAXIMUM DIVERSITY MAXH 4.i4 5,00 4,95 
MINIMUM DIVE~8ITY MINH 0,12 0.08 0.11 
TOTAL DIVERSITY D 5821.30 17871.16 12895,20 
TOTAL NUMREP OF INOIVIOUALS/ML N 2511,00 5728,00 1592.00 
gVENNESS CnMPO"~NT J 0.50 0.61 0.73 
~EL'T.IVE EVE~NES8 R.l 0,49 0.62 0.73 
MEAN NUMBER OF INDIVIDUALS/TAXA L 101.24 179.00 11!!1.55 
NUMBER/ML OF MOST ABUNDANT TAXON K 1191,00 2309.00 917.00 
54 
LAKE NAME, StVIER B~IUGE Rf;S. CONTINUED 
STOAEr NUMBER, 4920 
0"' 12 71\ 011 12 7'1 "9 24 H 
-------------------------------
I ALGAL I ALGU I aLGAl. 
I UNITS I UNIT" I UNITS 
TUA rORM IS 'C PErt foiL IS \C PEl! roll. 18 \C PF.R ML 
------------AN 18 UNTI rIl, I I I 1 X I I I l( 
ANKISTROD~SMUS rALCATUS en I I I I I I 1.51 55 
APHANIZOMENON rLOS-AQUAE P'IL I 121 9,11 !l20 I] I 1.!l1 !l5 
CERlTIUM HIRUNOIN[LLA I I 1 I I I I 
r. rUReOIDES CEL I I I 0,61 ]] I I I 
CHAETOCEHOS ELMORE[ cn I I Itl 4,51 260 I I I 
CHROOMONM ? eEL IU.71 )47 I I 4.01 228 I I 6.21 221 
r.[,OSURIUM etL I I I I 1.11 6!1 I I I 
COEL.STRUM MICROPURUM COL I I I I 4.01 2211 I I t.51 !Ill 
COIIN.RIUM eEL I I I I 0.61 J] I I I 
CRUCIGtNIA T[TRAPtDIA COL I I X 11140.) I 2]09 I I 4.11 165 
CRYPTOMONAS EROSA CEL I I x I I 9,71 !'I'll I I 9.21 ]]1 
CRYPTOMONA6 MARSSoNtI CEL I I I X I I I 1 I 1 
CRYPTOMONAS SPP, Cr.L 1)1 9,111 248 I I I 1 I I 
CYCLOTELLl ~EN[GHINIANA CEL I 1 I I I I x 1112&,21 917 
nACTYLOCOCCOP6IS CI!:L 1 I I 1 I I I I I X 
DIATOMA fErWi!: 1 I I I I I I I I 
V. ELONG4T'JM Cr.L 141 5.91 149 I I I I I 1 
DUTOHA VULGARE I 1 1 I I I I I I 
V. 8REVE eEL I I I I I I I I I I 
OIATO"'A VULGARE I I I I I I I I I 
v. Ll .. EAkU CEL I I I I I I I I I X 
OI~npRYnN nTV[RC"~8 CI!:L I I I X I I I I I I 
DIPLONtIS SMITHII CEL I I I I I I I I I X 
nAKATOTHRIX CEL I 1 I I I 1. I I U I I I 
El,AI(ATrJTHRIX CII:L 11147.11 Il'H I I I I I I 
ENTrJMONEIS CEL I I I x I I I X I 1 I 
EUGL[H~ eEL 151 2,01 50 1 I 0.61 II 141 1.!!1 5!! 
EIJGt.ENA ACUS CEI. I I I I I X I I I 
f'LAt;ELLUE eEL I I • I 1 1 I I I rRAGILARIA CROTONENSI8 CEL I I Jt lSI 6.81 1110 I I 1 X 
CYROBlCMA CE', I I X I 1 t. 71 
"" 
1 I I X 
I(lRCHNf:IHELLA CEL I 1 I I I l( I I I 
Mr.L081~A GRANULaTA 1 I I I I I I I 
v. ANGUSTIS6I~a C't:L I I Jt I I I I I I X 
MICROCrST{6 aERUGINOSA COL I I I I I 1 I 1 
NAVICULa CtL I I I I I X I I I 
NAVICULA CRYPTOCEPHALA CEI, I I I I I I I I X 
NITZSCHIA crt. I I I I I I I ].11 110 
NITZSCHIa LONGIS81MA I I I I I I I I 
V. REVERSA CE', I I x I I I 12110.91 ]116 
OOCYSUS COL 1 I ' X III 9,7J !'I!'I] 1 I I 
PANDORINA MORUM CQL I I I I 1,11 6 !'I I I I 
PEPIASTRUM BORYANUM COL I I I 0,111 J] I I 1.!!1 !I !I 
PEUUSTRUr.t I)IJPLEX COL I I I I I 1 I X 
PEDIASTRUM DUPLEX I I I I I I I 
V. CLATHRATUM COL I I I X I I I 
PERIOI"IUH CINCTU" eEL I I I X I I I 
SC~NEDESMIJS 81JUGA COL I I 0,6 ]] I 1 1.51 !l5 
SCENED[SMII8 DI140llPHUS COL I I I I I X 
8C[NEDFSNU8 QUaDRICAUDA COL 1.01 25 I I 1.7 911 I 4,61 In 
SCHROEDERIA SETICEI!A CEL I I I I 1,51 55 
8KELETONr.M. POTAMoe CEL I I I 9,21 ]]1 
SPHAEROCYSTI8 8CHROETERI COL I I I I 
8UURUTRUM eEL I I I X I 
STEPHANODI8CU8 eEL I I I 1.1 6!'l 1 
811RIRELLA cn I I I 1,51 !IS 
IURJRELLA OVATA CEL 1.01 ~!'I I I I 
UNrDII' It CEL 2,9' 74 I I I 
UNrt'Ra .2 CEL Il 16,'71 422 I I I 
51NtDRa ULNA CEL I I I I I I 
TETRlF.DRON MINIMUM CEL I I I I 0,61 ]] I 
TtT~lEDRON MINIMUM I I I I I I 
V, SCRORICULATUM CtL I I X I I I I 
TETP'8TIIIIM 1 G~ABRUM COL I I I I I X I 
TtTRASTRUM STAUROGtNIAr.rORME COL I I X I I I 1"1 9.21 ]Jl 
TRaCHf:LOHUNU CEL I I I I 0,61 J) I I I 
TRACHtLOMONU CREBH cn , I I I 1 I I ].11 110 
TRACIfELOMIINA8 rLUVUTIloIS eEL I I I 1 I I , 1.!l1 !'IS 
TREURAAIA SETIr-r.RUM crt I J I I I X I I I 
TOUL 2!!11 5'728 UI2 
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LAKE NAME, STARVATION R~S, 










NYGAARD TROPHIC STAT! INDICES 
0·5 1] 15 08 11 75 09 24 7~ 
0/0 0 0/01 0 1.00 E 
0110 !: 1,00 E 1.00 E 
0/~1 ? 0/01 ? 0,12 ? 
0,33 E 0/01 1 0.1] E 
02/0 E 1,00 0 5.00 E 
PALMER'S ORGANIC POLLUTION INDICES 
05 '3 75 09 11 75 09 24 75 
00 00 02 
00 00 0) 
SPECIES DIVEPSITY AND ARUNDANCE INDICES 
OAT!! OPj 13 75 08 11 75 09 24 75 
AVER~GE DIVERSITY H 1.58 1.89 2.19 
fHH';BER or TAXA s 1(1.00 9.00 21.00 
NUMRER or SAMPLES COMPOSITED M 4.00 4,00 4.00 
~AXIMUM DIVERSITY MAXH 3,32 l,17 4.39 
MINIMUM DIVERSIT~ MINH 0,04 0.20 0,53 
TaTAr. DIVERSITY D 4202,90 778.68 923,44 
TOTAL NUM~ER or INDIVIDUALS/ML N 2t.60,OO 412.00 376.00 
EVENNESS COMPONENT J 0.49 0,60 0,50 
RFl.ATIVE EVENNESS Ru 0,47 0.57 0.44 
MEAN NUMRER or INDIVIDUALS/TAXA L 266,00 45,78 17,90 
NUMBER/ML or MOST ABUNDANT TAXON K 1179.00 165.00 125.00 
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LA~I .AMEI ITAAYATION RI:S. COHTlIlUI:D 
8TORtT HUMR[RI 492\ 
OS IJ '75 08 It 75 09 H 15 
---------
I ALGAL I ALGAr, I ALGAL 
I UNITS I UNIT8 I UNIT8 
TaU rORM I. 'C PtR ML 18 'C PER !otL 18 'C UR ML 
ANICUTRODUMUS rALeATUS I I ----il-~--.- I I 
'. ACXCULARU CtL I I I 1 1 14116.11 U 
APHUOTH[CE COL 
• 





CERATI~- MIPUNDINtLLA Cft, I I 
• 
I I I x 
• • • 
X 
CHROOMOHllI 7 CEf, 
• • • 
X 1l126. '71 110 llaJJ.2. 125 
CLOIIT!RIUM CI:L a 
• • 
1 1 1 a 
• 
I I 
COIIMARIUM eEL 1 1 1 1 1 1 X 1 1 a x 
CRYPTOMI1NAII [ROllA CJl.:L 1 
• 
1 X 14111.11 5S 2125.0' 94 
CRTPTOMQNA8 MAR8110NtT CJI;L 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 
CUT CEL 1 
• • 







1 1 1 
• • V. Jl;LONGATUM cn ' 4. 1.11 ]0 1 1 1 • • DIHOB~YOH DIVERGEN8 CEL 
• 
I 1l119.91 12 I 1 X 
DIPLOPIALI8 ACUTA CEL 
• 





1 1 1 I 
• 
X 
rRAGILAMIA CRUTON!N818 CtL 1 18.2. 9]'7 1 
• • • 
1 X 
GLF.NODIHIUM tDAI CEL 
• 
X I 1 1 1 





LAC!RHtIMIA LONGIS!TA 1 I 1 I • 1 V. MAJOR CEL 1 1 1 1 1 1 X 
'ULIJOHONlS CtL 
• 
1 1 I 1 1 
IoIlLLOHON18 ACUOIDEB CEL 
• 
1 1 1 151 11.21 II 
ODCYlTJI CtL 
• 
1 1,,40.01 U5 1 1 • 
X 
PI:DIUTRUM BORYlllUM COL 1 
• 
1 1 1 I 1 I X 
P[RIDI"IUM CINCTUH CtL 
• 
1 1 1 1 X 1 1 1 
SCHRDEDERIA 8ETIGERl eEL I 1 1 1 I • 1 I X IPHAtROCYStl' SCHROETER I COL 1 I I 1 I 1 1 
• 
I 
STtPHANODUCUS CtL 1] ".J! 11'79 I 1 I 111111.11 6] 
TOTAL 2660 412 1'76 
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LAKE NAMEI STEINAKER R~S. 










NYGAARD TROPHIC STAT~ INDICES 
015 ~3 7S 08 07 7!§ 09 :2] 75 
0/0 a 0110 E 1.00 E 
0110 E 0110 E 0/01 0 
0/01 ? 0/02 J 0/01 1 
O.~O e; 0.25 ? 0/02 7 
02/0 E OliO E 1.00 a 
PALMER'S ORGANIC PO~LUTION INDICES 
05 \l 15 08 07 75 09 23 7! 
02 01 01 
0) 00 00 
SPECIES DIVERSITY AND AIUNDANCE INDICES 
DATE 05 11 75 08 07 75 09 2J 75 
AVERAGE DIVERSITY H 1.61 1.19 1.13 
NUMBER or TAXA 8 8,00 13,00 6.00 
NUMBER or SAMPLES COMPOSITED M l.OO 3.00 1,00 
MAXI~UM DIVERSITY MAXH 1.00 3.70 2.58 
MINIMUM DIVERSITY MINH 0.08 0,32 0,13 
TOTAL DIVERSITY D 1663.t3 452,20 490,77 
TOTAL NUMBER or INDIVIDUALS/ML N 1031.00 l80,00 369,00 
EVENNESS COMPONENT J 0.54 0.12 0,52 
RELATIVE EVENNESS RJ O,S] 0.26 0,49 
MEAN NUMBER OF INDIVIDUALS/TAXA L 129,t3 29.'3 61,50 
NUMBER/Ml, OF MOST ABUNDANT TAXON K 5:13,00 251,00 201,00 
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LA~E NAMEI ITEINAKIR R[I. COll1lllUI:D 
STORET NUMBER I 4922 
05 U 75 O! 07 75 09 2J 7S 
I ALCAL I ALGlL I ALGAL 
I UNITI I UNITS I UtilU 
TAU rOIlN 
" 
'C ptR ML IS 'C ~ER ML II 'C P[P '-L 
ANJ(IftTRIIDtsMUS rUCIITUS rnlJl19, .. 200 I I I -.- I I 
lPHANOtAPSA DtLICATl8SIMA COL I I I 111fi6.61 251 IlIS4,51 201 
AITE~IONELLA rORM08~ CtL I I I X I I I X III 9,21 H 
CIRA'IU~ "IRUMDIN!LLA I I I I I I I I I 
,. "COrTICUM ctL I 
• 
I 1 1 1 X I I I 
CHROOMONlS 7 CtL 12151.6, SH 12125.01 9S (21)6.) 114 
CORMARIIIM Cr.L 
• • 
I I 1 I I I 
CRIPTOMON15 P:M .. Cr.L I 
• • 
I I I I I 
CRYPTOMIINAS MAASIONII CEL I 
• 
I I 1 I I X I 
CRYPTOMONAS UrLru Cr.l. I 
• 
I X I I I I I 
CAYPTOMONAS IPP, CEL 11125,11 267 I I I 
• CYCLOTELLA CEL 141 J,21 J) I I I 
• CYM8tLU CErr- I I I I I I J I 
DINOBRION DIVERGr.N! CEL 
• • • 
I I I X 
• fRlGILARla CROTON[N6IS CEL I I I X I I I 
• 
II 
NAVICULA , CEL 
• • • 
I I I I 
• PERIDINIUM CEL 
• • I 
I I I II 
• ICHROtDtRIA ItTICERA CtL 
• • 
I III 1.41 J2 I 
STtPHlNODI8CUS CtL 
• • • 
I I I X I 
IUtDRA CtL I I I I I I X I 
T(lTAL 10)) JlO 169 
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LAKE NAMEI tROPIC R[S. 










NYGAARD TROPHIC STATt INDICES 
05 08 75 08 14. 75 09 2~ 75 
0110 E 1,00 E -1,00 !! 
0'./0 e; 1,00 E 1,00 E 
0/02 7 0104. ., 0/02 7 
1,00 p; 0/02 ., 0/02 ., 
OliO r. 4,00 E 2,00 E 
PALMER'S O~G.NIC POLLUTION INDICES 
05 08 75 08 14 75 09 25 75 
00 00 00 
00 00 00 
SPECIES DIVr.RSITY AND ABUNDANCE INDICES 
DATE 05 OR 75 08 14 75 09 25 75 
AVERAGE DIVERSITY H 0,03 0,)0 1,67 
Nl'~BER or TAXA S S,OO 10-,00 10,00 
NUMBER or SAMPLES COMPOSITED M 1,00 1,00 2,00 
MAXIMUM DIVERSITY MAXH 2,12 ).12 ].12 
MINIMU~ DIVERSITY MINH 1,17 0.0] 0,55 
TOTAL DIVERSITY· 0 0,4.2 1456,90 ~1],80 
TOTAL NUMPER OF INDJVIDUALS/~L N 14..00 4856,00 14.0,00 
EVENNESS COMPONE~~ J 0,01 0,09 0,50 
RELATIVE EVENNESS PJ -1,41 0.09 0,41 
MEAN NUMBER or INDIVIDUALSITAXA L 2.80 485,60 14,00 
NUMBER/ML OF MOST A~UNDA~T TAXON J( 14,00 4660,00 80,00 
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Ll~t .l~!. TROPIC PES. COIiTnUED 
STOPEI NUMBER. 492] 
O! 08 '75 08 14 75 09 25 15 
-~--.. -------
1 ll.GAL , ALGAL 1 ALGAL 
1 UIIITS I UNIn 1 UNITS 
TUA fOPM II 'C PtR ML IS tC PER ML III 'C PtR ML 
ANaBUNA ;u I --mt.iI6;--r' I 
C!RlTIUK HIRUNDINELLA I 1 1 1 I 1 
r. aCOTTICUM CtL t 1 1 1 X I I 
CHRUOMOUB 7 ClL I 1.1 2.01 98 I I 1 X 
ChROOMlIli18 BP". CEL I I I I 11157.11 80 
CO[~OSPH~~RJUM ~U'TZINOIlNUM COL I I I I I I I X 
COfIIMlRIUM CElo I I I I 1 I I X 
CRIPTOMChAS tRoSA CEL 1 X I I I p: 1l114.11 20 
CRYPTOMOHAS E~OSA 1 I I I I I 1 
V. R[rLF-Xl CEL 1 I I I 14114.11 20 
CYMBtLLA en 1 x I I I I I 1 
fPlCILlPIA CRUTONEN~J8 CEI, 1 I I 1 X 1 1 1 
GLOEOTRICHU fIL 1 11196.01 4660 1 1 1 
"'ELOURJ. CtL 1 X I I I 1 I 1 
MICROCYSTI! AF.RUGINOSA COL I 1 1 1 X 1 I 1 
MOUCtOTJA rIL 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 X 
oocynu CtL I I I X 1 1 I 1 I 1 
OSCILLAfORIA LIIIN!TlrA fIt 111100.1 It I I I I 1 1 
P[DIABTRUM SIMPLEX COL 1 1 I 1 I 1 12114.]1 20 
RHOPALODIl CIA"_ Cr.l. 1 1 1 1 1 1 X I 1 1 X 
SPHAtROCYSTIB SCHRutTEPI COL I 1 1 1 1 1 X 1 1 1 
aUURAStRuM Cl:L I 1 1 111 0.71 JJ I 1 1 
8YHEl'RA ULNA er.r, I I r 1 1 1 I 1 1 X 
TUUL 14 4856 140 
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LAKE NAMEI UTAH LA~E 
STOPfT NUMBERt 4924 
[JATE 
MYXOPHYCEAr4 







NYGAARD TROPHIC STATE INDICES 
05 13 75 08 O~ 75 09 19 75 
2,0(1 f; 2,00 E 2,0(\ E 
6.0('1 ~: '-,no E 2,150 E 
0,12 ? 0/04 7 0,22 E 
0.67 E 1,00 E 02/0 E 
11.0 E 6,00 E 6.50 E 
PALMER'S OPGANIC POLLUTIO~ INDICES 
05 13 7~ 09 08 75 09 19 715 
14 07 10 
06 00 00 
SP~Clr.S DIVERSITY AND A8UNDANCE INDICES 
DATE 05 13 75 08 09 75 09 t9 7! 
AVERAGE DIVEPSITY H 3.04 0,95 0,86 
NUMBER OF TAXA S 27,00 11,00 19.00 
NUMBER Of' S~MPLr.8 COMPOSIT.r.n M 9.00 8.00 8,00 
M~XIMUM OIVERS1T! MAXH 4.75 3.70 4,25 
MINIMUM DIVEPSITY MINH 0,07 0,02 O,Ol 
TotAL DIVUUUTY D 15336.00 938'7,40 6646,94 
TOTAL NUMp.E~ nr I~DIVIVUAL~/ML N 5045.00 11044.00 7729.00 
~VENNF.SA COMPONENT J 0.'4 0.23 0.20 
~ELATIVE EVENNE88 RJ O.fi4 0,23 0.20 
MEAN NUMBER OF I~DIVIDUAL8/TAXA L tRft.95 849.54 406.79 
NUMBER/ML m~ MOST ABU~DANT TAXON K 1~18.00 9639.00 6854.00 
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LA~E NA~rl UTAH LAKt CON'l'JRIJI:O 
STORET NVMAERI 4924 
05 1) 75 011 011 75 09 19 75 
--------------------
I ALGAL 1 ALGAL I lLGAL 
I UNITS 1 UNITS 1 UNITS 
TAXA rORN 18 tC nR NL 18 'C PER .,,1. 18 tC ptR ML 
ANABUNA TiLl I 1 I -.-----~IBB.11 6154 
ANARAENA 5PIROIO!5 7 P'IL I I ItlA7.lI 96)Q 1 I 1 
AN~18TROD[8MUS raLCATUS CEL I 1.61 IS I 1 1 1 1 I 
CF.AAtIUM HIRUNOINELLA eEL I 1 1)1 0.] I JlI 151 o.B n 
CHI,AMYDOMOP!A8 CtL I 2.11 108 I I I I I I 
CHI,OROCor:rUYo Cr.L I O.!!I 2'1 I I I 1 1 I 
CHLORnPHYTJN coecolo CELLED COLONY cor, 1 I I I I I I 1 1 X 
CHAOOMO"A8 1 CEL IJI]2.1I 16111 I I 2.91 )04 I I I 
CLOS'tERIUM Ctl. I 1 1.61 lit I I I I I 1 
CLClSTERIUM .. CtL I I I I I I X I 1 O.JI 21 
CLosnRllIM U CtL 1 1 I 1 1 I 1 I I X 
COELA8T~UM HICROPORUH COL I I I 1 1 I I 1 I X 
CRYP,.OM('NA15 ER05A C~L 2111,21 911 141 1.41 152 141 2.11 165 
CYCLOTELLA eEL I I I I 0.7 711 1 I o.B 21 
CYCLOTELLA MENEGHINIANA eEL I 1,11 54 I I I 1 1 
OICTYOSPHAF.RIUM PULCHELLUM COL 1 1,61 IS 1 I I I I 
DINOPRYUN SEATULAAIA CEL I I X I I I 1 I 
OIPLONEI8 ANITHII rEL 1 I x 1 I I 1 I 
DIPLOPSALI5 ACUTA CEL I I 1 I x I 1 I 
EueLrNA r.EL I I I I I I I X 
EUGL""A GRACILIS CEL 11 1.01 405 I I I 1 I 
CLENOOJHIUH CtL I 2.11 lOll I 1 I I I 
CL~NUOI"IUM UCULlTUM eEL 1 I 1 1 31 1,,, 1)7 
GYRUlllr.f4A CEL I I I 1 X I 1 
GYAOHICMA ~UTZt"GII CEL I I X I 1 1 1 
MELOIlIRA DI8TA"S CEL I O,!!I 21 I I 1 I 
MUOSIRA GRAHULATA eEL I :1.21 U2 I 1 I 0.11 55 
~EJ,08IRA GRANULATA I I I I 1 I 
,. IINGIISTJ881MA eEL I J.11 lit 151 6.11 US I I 
M[~I8MOPEDIA TENOIIIIM1 COL I I I I I I 0.:11 n 
MIC~OCfITI8 AERuaINOSA COL I I 
• 
I I I I I X 
MICRI1Cf3TI! nlCERT1 COL I 0.5. 21 1 1 I I I 
IlAnCIJU '1 ~EL 
• I 
It 1 I I I 
unCULA U CEL 1 I X I I I • OOCUTI" CEL I I X I 
• 
I 1 1 
08CILLA'I'ORIl FlL I I X 121 J.lI 142 21 2.11 219 
PHACUS MEGA LOPS I! CEL 1 I 1 I I I O.JI 21 
PIHNULlRU cr.!, I I I 1 I X I I 
PT"ROMONA8 ANGULOS1 CEL 15 4.JI 216 I I I I I 
SCENEDE3MUI ACUMINATUS COL 1 I I I I I 0.71 55 
SC!Nr.nE~MUS RIJUaA cnL 
• 
I I I I I I Jt 




I x I I 
SCEHEOE8MUS OPOLI!NSI8 CIJL I I l 
• 
I 0.11 ]8 1 1.11 , U 
SCHROEOJl!RIA SETIG!R~ CEL 14117.61 890 I I I I G.JI 21 
SURJMELLA eEL 1 I O.!!I 'l7 • I 1 • I ~'N!I'RA "LHA eEL 1 1 
• 
, 1 I 1 • 1 TETRA STRUM aLABRUM COL I 1 O.IJI 21 I 
• 
I I 1 
TonL 5045 1t0U 1129 
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LAKE NAMEI WILLARO BAY RES. 










NYGAARD TROPHIC STlT! !NDICES 
OS 14 7~ 08 06 7~ 09 21 75 
0/01 a 0110 E 0110 E 
1.00 E OlIO !: 02/0 E 
0/01 1 0.25 P.: 0.25 E 
0.50 E 0.50 E 010 ? 
5.00 a: 06/0 E 05/0 ! 
PALMF.R'S ORGANIC POLLUTION INUICES 
05 14 7!5 08 06 75 09 23 75 
02 08 00 
03 03 00 
SPECIES OIVF.RSITY AND AIiUNDANCE IHUICES 
DATE 05 14 75 09 06 75 OQ 21 75 
AVF.RAGE DIVERSITY H I) .11 1.62 0.17 
NUM~ER or TAXA s 11.00 10.00 9.00 
NUMBER OF SAM~LES COMPOSIT~D M 4.00 4.00 4.00 
MAXIMUM OIVERSITY MAXH ).46 1.12 1.17 
~INIMUM DIVERSITY MINJ( 0.05 0.02 0.08 
TOTAJ) OIV~RSITY 0 269.:a 9020.16 192,44 
TOTAL NUMB~R or IMDtVIOUAL8/~L N 2449.00 5568.00 1112.00 
EVENNE~S COMPOP.ENT J 0.0] 0.49 0.05 
R!~lTIVE EV!NNESS RJ 0.02 0,49 0.01 
MJUN NUMBP.:R OF INOIVIDUALS/TAXA L 222.55 ~56,80 . 125,78 
"UMBER/ML or MOST ABUNDANT TAXON K 2412,00 2987.00 1104.00 
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LAKE .A~EI WILLaRD BAY RES. C 0.,1'1 II U 1':0 
S'O~ET IIUNRERI 492~ 
O~ 14 15 011 O~ 15 09 2] 15 
I ALGAL I AIIGAL I ALGAL 
I ullns I UNITS I UNITS 
TUA rOlt" IS 'C P[R NL III ,C Pl!:R foIIL IS 'C ptR Mt 
lHABUNA FIL I 1 I I 1 I I I x 
AIIKISTROOE8MUS rALCATUS CEL 11191.51 2412 I 1.61 202 I I 1 
.'HAIIIIO"[IIOII rLOS.'QUl~ FIL 1 1 I I )( 11191.81 1104 
AST[~IOH[LLA rORMOSA C[L I 1 If 1 1 l 1 1 I 
CERA'IU~ HIRU~DINELLA CEL I I I 1 X 1 I I 
CHR00fl40NlII , CEL 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 l 
CLOaTlfUUM CIL I I X I 1 1 1 1 1 
CR,prONONll ERDSA eEL 2 I.~ U IU 4.51 2~J 1 1 I I 
CRYPTONOIIAI RErIlEX' CEL 1 I I 121 2.51 21 
DllT'JMA VULGAR! eEL l 1 1 1 I 1 1 
EUDURIIIA ELEGllIS COL I 1 1 1 1 1 X 
,"U(H,ENA '1 CEL 1 I 1 1 1 1 X 
EUGUlfA t2 Cr.L 151 0.91 51 I 1 1 
rRAOILARIA CROTON!N!I! CEL X 121 U.61 litH 1 1 1 
fI4[LOIIRA GRANULATA CIL X It 153.61 2911 I I ' 1 
M[RIOION CIRC~LARE CEL X 1 I 1 1 1 I 
oocnna r.!IL x 141 ).61 202 I 1 I I 
PEDIASTRUM DU'LEX I 1 1 I I 1 
'. CLATHRATUM COL I 1 1 I I I X 
SCEIIEDESNUI aALATO~ICUI COL 1 I I X I I 1 
8CEIIEDEINUS QUADRICAUDA COL X 1 1 1 I 1 1 
8TEPHAIIOO ncus CEL J( I 1 1 1 1 I 
TOTAL 1441 5~61 Uu 
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